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Summary
Today’s P2P systems cannot deal with complex queries well. Though unstructured
systems can support arbitrary complex queries, they suffer from search inefficiency;
though structured systems are efficient in locating peers and data, they need to be
extended for complex query support. In this thesis, we address the problem of
supporting complex queries in P2P networks, especially, range search support and
similarity search support.
For range search support, we present ZNet, which addresses three issues impor-
tant for search efficiency and effectiveness: space partitioning and mapping, query
processing, and load balancing. For space partitioning and mapping, ZNet dynam-
ically partitions the data space into zones at different granularities, and uses Space
Filling Curves (SFCs) at different orders for mapping zones onto nodes, in order to
preserve data locality. For query processing, ZNet extends skip graphs for query
routing, and employs an efficient range query resolution strategy, which evaluates
queries in a specific way to avoid unnecessary node visits. For load balancing, ZNet
supports both static and dynamic load balancing. At node join, new nodes always
join in densely populated areas, by selecting appropriate joining destinations; at
iv
runtime, heavily loaded nodes can migrate some of their load to lightly loaded ones.
ZNet has been evaluated against several recent proposals by extensive performance
study, and results show that, ZNet possesses nearly all desirable properties, while
all other proposals typically fail in one or another.
For similarity search support, we present two frameworks, SummaryIndex and
RPCluster. What underlie our solutions are information clustering and indexing.
By clustering, peers with similar contents can be clustered together, thus limiting
the search space. By indexing, relevant clusters and relevant peers in relevant clus-
ters can be quickly identified, thus reducing the search cost. SummaryIndex mainly
focuses on information indexing, with the assumption that peers are already formed
into clusters, and proposes a Hierarchical Summary Indexing structure based on
super-peer networks for efficient similarity search. RPCluster, on the other hand,
mainly focuses on cluster formation, and introduces Representative Points (RPs)
for clustering peers with similar contents. Also, in RPCluster, clusters are orga-
nized in a structured way for efficient cluster formation and query routing, and
optimizations are employed to reduce the search cost without compromising the
result quality. Both frameworks are complemental to each other, in the sense
that one’s strategies can be applied seamlessly onto the other. Through extensive
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Several definitions of peer-to-peer (P2P) are being used in the P2P community.
Under one commonly held definition, “P2P” refers to “a class of systems and ap-
plications that employ distributed resources to perform a function in a decentralized
manner” [55]. In a typical P2P system, a large number of nodes can potentially be
pooled together to share their resources, information and services, while keeping
themselves fully autonomous. Over the last few years, many P2P systems have
been successfully deployed, and they have attracted much attention from both in-
dustry and academia, due to many benefits they offer, such as scalability, fault
tolerance, and low maintenance cost.
Three main classes of P2P systems have emerged so far: distributed computing,
file sharing, and collaborative. Distributed computing systems focus on splitting a
large compute-intensive task into smaller subtasks that can execute in parallel over
a number of independent peer nodes. For example, SETI@Home [74] uses millions
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Figure 1.1: A classification of P2P systems
collected from outer space. File sharing systems focus on storing information on
and retrieving information from various peer nodes in the network. For example,
Gnutella [25] allows users to search for and download files. Collaborative systems
focus on real-time collaboration among users. For example, instant messaging in
ICQ [30].
1.1 P2P File Sharing Systems
Among the above mentioned kinds of P2P systems, we are most interested in file
sharing systems, as file sharing is the most dominant application on the internet.
Based on whether there is any constraint on network topology or on data placement,
file sharing systems are further classified into two main kinds: unstructured and
structured. Figure 1.1 shows one classification of P2P systems.
31.1.1 Unstructured Systems
Unstructured systems impose little constraint on network topology or on data
placement. The first generation of unstructured systems, e.g., Napster [56], are
centralized in the sense that a central directory server is maintained for searching.
Though centralized systems allow the most efficient, comprehensive search possible,
they suffer from single points of failure and performance bottlenecks at the direc-
tory server. To address this, the second generation systems, e.g., Gnutella [25],
maintain no centralized server. They are fully distributed, and a search is simply
flooded within the network. The main issue with the second generation systems
is to improve the search performance. As will be described in detail in the next
chapter, a lot of work has been done in this aspect.
The third generation systems called super-peer networks, e.g. Kazaa [36], strike
a balance between the inherent search efficiency of centralized systems and the ro-
bustness of distributed systems [93]. Also, they take advantage of the heterogeneity
among the capabilities of participating peers. In a super-peer network, some peers
with more capability (e.g., more bandwidth, or CPU) take on role as super-peers,
and act as servers to a set of clients (peers with less capability) in the network.
1.1.2 Structured Systems
Contrary to unstructured systems, structured systems impose constraints both on
network topology and on data placement to enable efficient search. There are two
kinds of classifications for structured systems. One classification is based on the
underlying indexing data structure, and classifies structured systems into DHT-
based and skip-list based. DHT-based systems use a distributed hash table to
distribute data uniformly over all nodes in the system, such as Chord [80], CAN [66],
Pastry [69], Tapestry [98], and P-Grid [1]. Skip-list based systems generalize skip
4lists for distributed environments, such as skip graphs [5] and SkipNet [28].
Another classification is based on whether the overlay topology is deterministic
or not, and classifies structured systems into deterministic and randomized [51,
52]. In deterministic networks, overlay connections are a function of the current
set of node ids, while in a randomized topology, a large set of possible networks
correspond to a given set of node ids, and a specific network is chosen depending
upon the random choices made by all participants at run-time. Due to randomness
in deciding neighbors, all skip-list based systems belong to randomized networks.
However, not all DHT-based systems belong to deterministic networks, and some
may belong to randomized networks, such as Symphony [50]. We will describe some
structured networks in more detail in next chapter.
1.1.3 Unstructured or Structured?
A P2P system is preferred, if it can satisfy the following requirements:
• Cope with churn better. A measurement study [71] of Napster and
Gnutella has shown that, there is a high rate of churn in P2P networks,
that is, peers join and leave constantly. A system should cope with churn
well in order not to have high system maintenance costs.
• Exploit heterogeneity more effectively. Also, the measurement study
has shown that, there is considerable heterogeneity among peers’ capabili-
ties (e.g., bandwidth, storage, and processing power). A system should take
advantage of this heterogeneity to achieve greater scalability.
• Support complex queries more efficiently. Most real-life applications
require complex search abilities, such as range searches or similarity searches.
A system should be able to handle these complex searches efficiently.
5Unstructured systems use simple protocols on network organization, and peers
are organized arbitrarily: each peer can choose any other peer to be its neighbor.
Meanwhile, they have little constraint on data placement: each peer only stores
the data it owns (Freenet [22] is a little different from other unstructured networks
in its data placement, which is based on hints). As such, unstructured systems
can deal with churn better – a peer can be kept highly connected even with high
churn rates. Also, they have more flexibility to adapt the topology to exploit het-
erogeneity. Though unstructured systems can support arbitrary complex queries,
they offer no performance guarantee. As there is little relationship between data
placement and network topology, most unstructured systems perform their search
based on flooding techniques. Consequently, they have to search a large portion
of the network, making the system unscalable or compromising the quality of the
results as a trade-off for a more efficient search.
Different from unstructured systems, structured systems enforce network struc-
ture and data placement within the network. For example, in Chord [80], both
peers and data objects are mapped to the same identifier space [0..2m−1]. A peer
maintains at most m neighbors, which are the first peers whose identifiers succeed
the peer by at least 2i−1 (i = 0..m) in the identifier space. And a data object is al-
ways assigned to the first peer whose identifier is equal to or follows the data object
in the identifier space. Because of the constraints on network structure and data
placement, structured systems in general cannot deal with churn well, and much
overhead is caused in the presence of churn. Also, because of the constraints on
network structure, structured systems in general have little flexibility to adapt the
topology to exploit heterogeneity, though some structured systems (e.g., Pastry)
have a certain flexibility in the selection of neighbors. On the other hand, these
constraints enable structured systems to be able to locate peers and data efficiently
6Network overlay Query support
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Table 1.1: Comparison between unstructured systems and structured systems
(only O(logN) hops are required in most systems). However, in most structured
systems, only exact-match lookups are supported, and how to support complex
queries efficiently is still an issue.
The above comparison between unstructured systems and structured systems
shows that, each kind has its own advantages and disadvantages (Table 1.1 gives
a summarization of the comparison). In this thesis, we are interested in, how to
support complex queries efficiently, and if possible, leverage the advantages provided
by each kind of networks. We will elaborate problems and our approaches in the
next section.
1.2 Problems and Our Approaches
1.2.1 Range Search Support
There is an increasing demand to support multi-dimensional range queries over
large numbers of distributed data sources. For example, in grid computing, where
millions of computing resources are geographically distributed, resources are typi-
cally characterized by multiple attributes like the type of operating systems, CPU,
7memory, or disk space. A fundamental function for such a system is to search
for resources with certain capabilities, e.g, a resource with at least 512M memory,
and CPU speed of 1-2GFlop/sec. As another example, in sensor networks, a large
number of sensor nodes are deployed and collaborated to detect events of interests
(e.g., hot regions), which are defined by attributes with values. In these networks,
queries where only events with attributes in a certain range are desired. For a sensor
network that monitors the weather, a typical query may be to find regions whose
temperature falls between [0,10] degrees, wind speed in [30,40] nautical miles, and
so on.
Current P2P file sharing systems are unable to cope well with range queries
on multi-dimensional data. Unstructured systems, as we mentioned earlier, mainly
depend on flooding techniques for searching, as such, they offer no performance
guarantee; data availability cannot be ensured unless all peer nodes in the network
are visited. Though structured systems can ensure data availability and search ef-
ficiency, they can not support range queries efficiently: DHT-based systems are de-
signed for exact-match lookups, and hashing destroys data locality; skip-list based
systems are designed for one key per peer, and they do not address how keys are
assigned to peers.
To extend existing P2P systems and thus support range queries on multi-
dimensional data efficiently and effectively, we need to address the following issues:
• space partitioning and mapping. How is a data space partitioned and
mapped onto nodes? Due to the dynamicity of P2P networks, space parti-
tioning cannot be done statically. Also, when mapping spaces onto nodes, it
is preferable that data locality is preserved, as such, data that are close in
their native space can be mapped to the same node or nodes that are close
in the overlay network.
8• query processing. What overlay is based on and what strategy is employed
for query processing? An overlay determines how a query is routed and at
what cost; by employing the right strategies for query processing, unnecessary
node visits can be avoided.
• load balancing. The load (e.g., storage for data indexing and/or compu-
tational for processing queries) across each node in the system should be
approximately the same.
To address the above issues, we propose ZNet, which has the following main
features: First, the whole data space is dynamically partitioned, with subspaces
(zones) at different granularity levels. By partitioning the space into different gran-
ularities, ZNet can handle load balancing better. When mapping zones onto nodes,
to preserve data locality, Space Filling Curves (SFCs) at different orders (corre-
sponding to the space granularities) are used. Second, range queries are efficiently
supported. In ZNet, Skip Graphs are extended for query routing, with each node
maintaining only O(logN) states (N is the number of nodes in the network). Based
on the skip graph overlay, we propose an efficient range query resolution strategy,
which evaluates queries in a specific way to avoid unnecessary node visits. To fur-
ther improve performance, optimizations are employed during query processing to
refine the search space. Third, both static and dynamic load balancing are ad-
dressed. For new nodes that join the network, appropriate joining destinations
are selected - more nodes will be clustered in more densely populated areas. Also,
heavily loaded nodes can migrate some of their load to lightly loaded ones.
91.2.2 Similarity Search Support
Besides range search, another kind of complex queries with wide application is
similarity search, which is becoming a norm in most real-life applications such as
digital asset management systems. In such systems, users typically want to retrieve
documents or objects similar to terms specified in the query or query examples.
Similarly, current P2P file sharing systems can not handle such search well.
Both unstructured systems and structured systems need an effective mechanism to
facilitate the search process. For similarity search, though it is not necessary to
retrieve every possible result as for range search, it is important to retrieve most
relevant results as early as possible. To achieve so, we propose two frameworks for
efficient similarity search: SummaryIndex and RPCluster. SummaryIndex is built
on super-peer networks, while RPCluster is built on a kind of hybrid networks
which combines desirable properties of both unstructured systems and structured
systems.
What underlie our solutions are information clustering and indexing. By clus-
tering, peers with similar contents can be clustered together, thus limiting the
search space. By indexing, relevant clusters and relevant peers in relevant clusters
can be quickly identified, thus reducing the search cost. SummaryIndex mainly
focuses on information indexing, with the assumption that super-peers and theirs
clients are formed into clusters, while RPCluster mainly focuses on cluster form-
ing. Both frameworks are complemental to each other: SummaryIndex can employ
the clustering method of RPCluster to organize super-peers, while RPCluster can
employ the indexing method of SummaryIndex within each cluster. Below we give
a brief summary of SummaryIndex and RPCluster.
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SummaryIndex
To facilitate efficient similarity search, SummaryIndex employs a novel summariza-
tion and indexing structure called Hierarchial Summary Indexing structure, which
corresponds to the hierarchical structure of super-peer networks.
By the Hierarchical Summary Indexing structure, information is first summa-
rized along three levels: unit level, peer level, and super-peer level. At the unit
level, an information unit, such as a document or an image, is summarized; at the
peer level, all information owned by a peer is summarized; at the super level, all
information owned by a peer group (a super-peer and its clients) is summarized.
Clearly, each level covers wider information scope than its former level, while per-
forming coarser summarization. Summarization not only enables easy maintenance
and update of information, but also reduces both storage and communication costs.
The accuracy of summarization can be tuned based on needs and resources. Higher
degree of accuracy requires more information to be stored.
Indexes are then built for summaries along three levels: local index, group
index and global index. Each peer builds a local index for unit-level summaries;
each super-peer builds a group index for peer-level summaries (summaries of all
its peers), and a global index for super-peer-level summaries (summaries of all
its super-peer neighbors). Indexing facilitates the search process. By global index,
relevant peer groups can be determined; by group index, relevant peers within a peer
group can be determined; by local index, relevant documents can be determined.
Whether the framework is feasible or not largely depends on two kinds of costs:
summarization cost and index update cost. SummaryIndex addresses these in
the context of document retrieval with consideration of retrieval quality: it uses
sampling and term selection to reduce the summarization cost, and introduces a
parameter called Accumulated Information Ratio (AIR) to reduce the update cost.
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RPCluster retains many desirable properties of both unstructured and structured
systems while supporting efficient similarity search. For instance, in RPCluster,
by maintaining data by itself, each peer achieves more autonomy, while avoiding
index maintenance cost; by forming peers into clusters, the system becomes more
fault-tolerant; and by organizing clusters in a structured way, searches become more
efficient.
Two issues are mainly addressed in RPCluster for efficient similarity search. The
first issue is the formation and organization of clusters. This issue is important, as
it directly decides system scalability. In most previous work, either a centralized
method [7] or a fully decentralized method [37] is used for cluster formation. Both
approaches are not scalable: The former may suffer from performance bottleneck.
The latter may overload the network when there are a large number of peers in the
network. In RPCluster, a hybrid method is employed: Each cluster makes its own
decision on how and when to form new clusters, and within a cluster, peers may
need to exchange messages with each other. To cluster peers with similar contents,
the concept of Representative Points (RPs) (similar to the peer-level summary in
SummaryIndex) is introduced to characterize peers’ contents. Further, clusters are
organized in a “structured” way, which brings about two benefits: one is efficient
cluster forming. When a new peer joins the network, it can locate its cluster quickly.
The other is efficient query routing. Given a query, a peer can route it to a relevant
cluster within a few hops.
The other issue is the search quality. In RPCluster, a query is first routed
to a relevant cluster, and subsequently forwarded to nearby clusters (clusters are
formed in a way that nearby clusters are more relevant than others, however, there is
little knowledge about which clusters are most relevant). It is therefore important
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for a system to be able to decide which clusters are most relevant and search
these clusters first, thus the number of clusters to be searched can be reduced
without compromising result quality. To achieve this, optimizations are employed
in RPCluster.
1.3 Contributions
This thesis presents my work on efficient complex query support in P2P networks.
The main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• Range Search Support
We propose ZNet [77, 76] for efficient multi-dimensional range search in P2P
networks. We conduct an extensive performance study which evaluates ZNet
against several recent proposals, and results show that ZNet possesses nearly
all desirable properties: it has both low routing cost and low maintenance
cost, which is independent of data dimensionality and distribution, and only
increases logarithmically with the network size; it has low range search cost -
the number of nodes for routing queries is much smaller, and no node is revis-
ited during query processing; it achieves better load balancing - dynamic load
balancing can be dealt with more easily with its space partitioning strategy.
On the contrary, all other proposals in the comparison typically fail in one or
two of these properties.
• Similarity Search Support
We propose two complemental frameworks for efficient similarity search: Sum-
maryIndex [75] and RPCluster [78].
SummaryIndex leverages the advantages of a specific P2P network – the
super-peer network, and proposes a Hierarchical Summary Indexing structure
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for efficient similarity search. Based on SummaryIndex, we build a semantic-
based document retrieval system.
RPCluster, on the other hand, leverages the advantages of both unstructured
and structured P2P systems while supporting efficient similarity search. It
introduces Representative Points (RPs) for clustering peers with similar con-
tents, and organizes clusters in a structured way for efficient cluster forming
and query routing. Optimizations are employed to reduce the search cost
without compromising retrieval quality.
Both frameworks are effective, in the sense that they both address the problem
of efficient similarity search in their respective scenarios. Moreover, they are
complemental to each other, in the sense that one’s strategies can be applied
seamlessly onto the other.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 gives a review of related work, including search in unstructured
networks, search in structured networks, and search in hybrid networks.
• Chapter 3 presents ZNet for multi-dimensional range query support in P2P
networks, including its design and efficient range search algorithms, and com-
pares ZNet with other recent proposals through extensive performance stud-
ies.
• Chapter 4 and 5 present our two frameworks for similarity search in P2P
networks, SummaryIndex and RPCluster, respectively. Chapter 4 focuses
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more on how information is summarized and indexed, while Chapter 5 focuses
more on how information is clustered.




There has been much work done on P2P search. In this chapter, we give a review
of some recent work according to the overlay type, i.e., search in unstructured net-
works, search in structured networks, and search in hybrid networks which combines
elements of both unstructured and structured networks.
2.1 Search in Unstructured Networks
Centralized systems such as Napster [56] facilitate search by maintaining a central
directory. Yang and Garcia-Molina [91] studied the behavior and performance of
centralized systems where there are multiple directory servers in a network, and
they found that the chained architecture is the best strategy for today’s music-
sharing systems, where servers form a linear chain that is used in answering queries.
Fully decentralized systems such as Gnutella [25], on the other hand, do not have
such a central directory, and they perform their search mainly based on flooding
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techniques, thus they offer no guarantee on search performance. To improve search
efficiency, a number of approaches have been proposed [47, 92, 34, 79, 18, 40, 17,
37, 57, 58, 33, 48, 16, 93, 75, 46].
Lv et al. [47] studied several search algorithms and replication strategies for
unstructured P2P networks. By comparing three search methods: flooding, ex-
panding ring, and random walk, they found that random walk performs best in
terms of message overhead. Also, by comparing three replication strategies: owner
replication, path replication, and random replication, they found that both path
and random replications lead to square-root replication distribution, which is the-
oretically optimal in terms of minimizing the overall search traffic.
Yang and Garcia-Molina [92] proposed three techniques for efficient search in
unstructured P2P networks: iterative deepening, Directed BFS, and Local In-
dices. With iterative deepening (similar to expanding ring), multiple breadth-first
searches are initiated with successively larger depth limits, until either the query
is satisfied, or the maximum depth has been reached. With Directed BFS, a query
source sends query messages to just a subset of its neighbors through which nodes
with many quality results may be reached. For example, one may select a neighbor
that has produced or forwarded many quality results in the past. The neighbors
that receive the query then continue forwarding the message to all neighbors. With
Local Indices, each node maintains an index over the data of all nodes within r
hops of itself, where r is a system-wide variable. When a node receives a query
message, it can process the query on behalf of every node within r hops.
Knowledge of past queries can be used to facilitate searching [34, 79]. With
the assumption that a peer that has a document relevant to a given query is likely
to have documents relevant to similar queries, Kalogeraki et al. [34] proposed the
Intelligent Search mechanism, where a peer ranks its neighbors with respect to a
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given query by comparing the query with queries answered by its peers before, and
sends the query to the neighbors that have the higher rank. Sripanidkulchai et
al. [79] extended existing networks with interest-based shortcuts which link peers
to other peers that satisfied their queries in the past. During searching, a query is
first routed via shortcuts. If no result is returned, the underlying search mechanism
will be used instead.
Cuenca-Acuna and Nguyen [18] proposed PlanetP for content search and re-
trieval in unstructured P2P networks. In PlanetP, each peer summarizes its con-
tent by a Bloom filter, and diffuses the bloom filter throughout the network using
a gossiping algorithm. With the Bloom filters, peers can be ranked according to
the likelihood of each peer having documents relevant to the query. The main
problem with PlanetP is its scalability, since it assumes each peer keeps all other
peers’ summaries. Li et al. [40] also proposed to summarize each peer’s content for
content search: each peer’s content is represented by a signature, and signatures
are used for directing searches. Three signature schemes were introduced in [40],
complete neighborhood signature (CN), partial neighborhood superimposed signa-
ture (PN-S), and partial neighborhood appended signature (PN-A), among which
PN-A was shown to provide better search performance.
Instead of using Bloom filters or signature files, Crespo and Garcia-Molina [17]
introduced the concept of Routing Indices (RIs), which allow nodes to forward
queries to neighbors that are more likely to have answers. If a node cannot answer a
query, it forwards the query to a subset of its neighbors, based on its local RI, rather
than by selecting neighbors at random or by flooding the network by forwarding
the query to all neighbors. Three RI schemes were proposed and evaluated: the
compound, the hop-count, and the exponential routing indices. According to [17],
the compound scheme has the best performance, followed by the exponential and
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the hop-count schemes. However, as the compound scheme uses all nodes in the
network to build indices, it has much higher update cost than the other two schemes.
Different from [18, 17], King et al. [37] proposed a Firework Query Model for
content search, where peers with similar contents are clustered together. Each
peer’s content is characterized by a signature. When a new peer joins the network,
it broadcasts a query to ask for signatures of peers within its neighborhood, and
then establishes an attractive link with the one whose signature is most similar to
its signature.
Ng et al. [57] proposed a general platform for P2P search, BestPeer, which has
two main features: first, mobile agents technology is combined into the search.
Second, a peer can dynamically reconfigure itself by keeping “best” peers that
benefit it most as its neighbors, assuming that peers that benefit it most for a
query are likely to continue so for subsequent queries. Based on BestPeer, Ng
et al. [58] proposed PeerDB for supporting traditional database operations (e.g.,
Join) by employing an IR-based method for schema mapping, and Kalnis et al. [33]
proposed FuzzyPeer for similarity search by taking advantage of the fuzzy nature
of the queries: some queries are “frozen” inside the network, and are satisfied by
the streaming results of similar queries that are already running.
A measurement study of Napster and Gnutella by Saroiu et al. [71] reveals that,
there is considerable heterogeneity among peers’ capabilities (e.g., bandwidth, stor-
age, and processing power). To exploit this heterogeneity for better P2P search, Lv
et.al [48] proposed a distributed flow control and topology construction algorithm,
which dynamically adapts the overlay topology so that queries can be directed
to high capacity nodes; thus are more likely to find the desired data. A more
fine-grained adaptation to heterogeneity is provided in Gia [16], which includes
a dynamic topology adaptation protocol, a token-based flow control algorithm,
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one-hop replication of neighbors’ contents, and a search protocol based on biased
random walks. Super-peer networks explicitly take node heterogeneity into account
in the network organization, and organize peers in a way that makes some peers
with more capability act as servers to other peers with less capability. Yang and
Garcia-Molina [93] studied the behavior of super-peer networks, and gave several
“rules of thumbs” for the design of a super-peer network.
Similar to SummaryIndex [75], Lu et al. [46] also explored content-based re-
trieval on super-peer networks. In [46], several content-based retrieval methods
which are combinations of resource selection and document retrieval algorithms
were proposed, “CBLNS-F+CBDR”, “CBLNS-P+CBDR”, “CBLNS-F+CBDNS
+CBDR”, and “CBLNS-P+CBDNS+CBDR”, where CBLNS-F and CBLINS-P
are used for content-based leaf node selection (peer selection within a peer group):
CBLNS-F uses full resource descriptions, and all unique terms and their frequen-
cies in a peer’s documents are maintained in its super-peer; CBLNS-P uses pruned
resource description and all the unique terms that occur more than once in a peer’s
documents and their corresponding frequencies are maintained. CBDR is used for
content-based document retrieval in a peer, and CBDNS is used for content-based
directory node selection (peer-group selection). These methods are mainly differ-
ent in: (1) the strategy (flooding or CBDNS) used for peer group selection; (2)
the strategy (CBLNS-F or CBLNS-P) used for peer selection within a peer group.
According to [46], using CBDNS for peer group selection could improve the search
efficiency (with less messages incurred); using CBLNS-P for peer selection could
greatly reduce the storage costs at super-peers; and also, both do not degrade the
retrieval accuracy much. Detailed comparison of [46] and SummaryIndex is given
in Chapter 4.
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2.2 Search in Structured Networks
A lot of P2P structured systems have been proposed recently, such as [80, 66, 69, 98,
1, 5, 28, 50, 53, 49, 32]. In all these structured systems, the basic search operation
supported is lookup (key). Given a key, the identity of the node which stores the
object with the key is returned. In the following, we describe some representative
systems and their search mechanisms in more detail.
Chord [80]. In Chord, each node and key are assigned a m-bit identifier by a
consistent hash function such as SHA-1. A node’s identifier is chosen by hashing the
node’s IP address, while a key identifier is produced by hashing the key. Identifiers
are ordered in an identifier circle modulo 2m. Key k is assigned to the first node
whose identifier is equal to or follows k in the identifier space. This node is called
the successor node of key k. Each node n maintains a finger table with at most m
entries. The ith entry in the table at node n contains the identity of the first node s
that succeeds n by at least 2i−1 on the identifier circle. Given a search request with
key k, a node forwards the request to the node j whose identifier most immediately
precedes k in its finer table. By repeating this process, the request gets closer and
closer to the successor of k. With high probability, the number of nodes that must
be contacted to find a successor in an N -node network is O(logN).
CAN [66]. The identifier space in CAN is a d-dimensional coordinate space, where
each node owns a distinct zone. A key is mapped onto a point in the space using
a uniform hash function and stored at the node whose zone contains the point. In
CAN, each node maintains a coordinate routing table that holds the IP address
and virtual coordinate zone of each of its immediate neighbors in the space. Two
nodes are neighbors if their coordinate spans overlap along d − 1 dimensions and
abut along one dimension. Using its neighbor coordinate set, a node routes a
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message towards its destination by simple greedy forwarding to the neighbors with
coordinates closest to the destination coordinates. The average routing path length
in CAN is (d/4)(N1/d) hops.
Pastry [69]. Pastry is a Plaxton-based system. In Pastry, nodes and keys are
assigned 128-bit identifiers, and each node maintains a routing table, a neighbor-
hood set and a leaf set. The routing table and the leaf set are used during routing,
and the neighborhood set is used in maintaining locality properties. Given a key,
a node first checks to see whether the key falls within the range of node identifiers
covered by its leaf set. If so, the query is directly forwarded to the destination
node; otherwise, the routing table is used and the query is forwarded to a node
that shares a common prefix with the key by at least one more digit. In this way,
Pastry routes a query to the node whose node identifier is numerically closest to
the given key in less than dlog2bNe (b is a configuration parameter with typical
value 4).
Symphony [50]. Symphony extends Kleinberg’s Small World Construction [38] for
randomized routing in P2P networks. In Symphony, each node chooses its identifier
uniformly from a unit interval [1,N) that wraps around, and manages a sub-range
which corresponds to the segment on the circle between its own identifier and that
of its immediate clockwise predecessor. Two kinds of links are maintained by each
node: two short links with its immediate neighbors, and k long distance links. Long
distance links are determined as follows: for each link, node x first draws a random
number r from the probability distribution p(x) = 1/(xlnN) where x ∈ [1, N ] and
then establishes a link with node dx + re mod N . The average path length has
been shown to be O(log2N/k) for a N -node network by [50].
Skip graphs [5]. Skip graphs generalizes skip lists for distributed environments.
Each node in skip graphs is a member of multiple doubly-linked lists at several
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levels. The bottom-level list consists of all nodes ordered by their keys. At upper
levels, the list in which a node belongs to is controlled by the node’s membership
vector, which is generated randomly. Specifically, a node is in the list Lw at level
i, if and only if w is a prefix of its member vector of length i. Each node stores the
addresses and keys of its left and right neighbors at each level. When searching, a
node first checks its neighbors at the highest level. If there is a neighbor whose key
is not past the search key, the search request is passed to the neighbor; otherwise,
neighbors at a lower level are checked. On average, routing in skip graphs takes
O(logN) hops.
2.2.1 Complex Query Support
Though structured systems are efficient in locating peers and data, most of them
only support exact-key lookups. As such, much work has been done recently on
extending existing structured systems and thus supporting complex queries in P2P
networks, among which, some draws its inspiration from centralized indexing tech-
niques. There are a variety of centralized indexing techniques proposed so far for
complex query support in centralized systems. For example, to support range or
nearest neighbor searches, the database community has proposed one-dimensional
indexing techniques like B+ tree, multi-dimensional indexing techniques like kd-
trees [9], and high-dimensional indexing techniques like iDistance [94] (see [23, 12]
for related surveys). However, in general, these centralized indexing techniques
cannot be applied to distributed environments directly. In the following, we only
list the efforts made from the P2P community for supporting complex queries on
structured P2P systems.
Range Queries. For range queries, some work focuses more on one-dimensional
range queries, such as [8, 15, 3, 10, 64, 31, 70] (multi-dimensional range query
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support in [15, 10] is based on one-dimensional query resolution). Others [72, 95,
24, 6, 39], like ZNet [77], concern more about multi-dimensional range queries.
Awerbuch et al. [8] proposed to combine desirable features of Chord and skip
graphs into one single system for prefix search: Chord is used for assigning data
to nodes, and skip graphs for performing search. As in Chord, data locality in [8]
is also destroyed by hashing. Thus, prefix search cannot be supported efficiently,
which is at a cost of O(logM), where M is the number of data objects.
Both Cai et al. [15] and Andrzejak et al. [3] extended existing systems for
efficient range search by using locality-preserving mapping, so that data that are
close in the data space can be mapped to nodes that are close in the overlay.
In [15], a uniform locality preserving hashing is devised to map attribute values to
the Chord identifier space, with the assumption that the data distribution could
be known beforehand. As such, range search can be resolved by relying on the
underlying Chord to locate the node which is responsible for the minimum attribute
value in a query range. In [3], the inverse Hilbert mapping is used to map one
dimensional data space to CAN’s d-dimensional Cartesian space. When searching,
a query is first routed to a node which covers the middle point of the query range,
and then recursively flooded to the node’s neighbors until all nodes which intersect
the query are visited. Three strategies were proposed in [3] for the flooding part in
a search: brute force, controlled flooding, and directed controlled flooding, and the
controlled flooding strategies (undirected and directed) perform consistently better
than the brute force approach with respect to the number of messages and number
of nodes visited.
Rather than using locality-preserving mapping, some work supports range queries
by directly operating on data space, i.e., partitioning the data space and then as-
signing nearby partitions to nearby nodes. In Mercury [10], nodes are organized
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into a circular overlay for one attribute, and data are placed contiguously on the
ring. One issue Mercury needs to deal with is routing efficiency in the face of
non-uniformity distribution of ranges. Like Symphony, the key to Mercury’s route
optimization is the selection of k long-distance links. However, this becomes non-
trivial when node ranges in a network are non-uniform. Another issue is load
balancing. Both issues are addressed in Mercury by random sampling, which al-
lows each node to create an estimate of system-wide metrics such as data value and
load distribution. In Prefix Hash Tree (PHT) [64], a binary trie is used to partition
the data space, where a key is stored only at a leaf node whose label is a prefix of
the key. The novelty of PHT lies in that it can be embedded in any DHT overlay
by hashing the prefix labels of its nodes over the DHT identifier space. In BA-
TON [31], a balanced tree structure for range search is proposed for range search:
each node stores a range of values; routing among nodes within different levels
is facilitated by the parent link, children links, and adjacent links maintained by
each node, and routing among nodes in the same level is facilitated by mechanisms
similar to Chord.
Sahin et al. [70] proposed a framework based on CAN for caching range queries.
In the framework, the answers of range queries are cached at the nodes and are
used to answer future range queries. As such, the load on data sources is reduced
and the response time is improved.
For multi-dimensional range query support, some proposals [72, 95, 24] bear
much similarity to ZNet (Detailed comparison of these proposals and ZNet is given
in Chapter 3). Squid [72], proposed for flexible information discovery in decen-
tralized distributed systems, supports flexible queries using partial keywords and
wildcards, and range queries, by first mapping a multi-dimensional data space to a
one-dimensional data space using Hilbert Space Filling Curves, and then mapping
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the one-dimensional space onto the Chord overlay. Thus, processing a query in
Squid consists of two steps: translating a keyword query to relevant clusters of the
SFC-based index space, and querying the appropriate nodes in the overlay network
for the desired data. Optimizations are employed in query processing to reduce the
number of messages involved.
SkipIndex [95] uses kd-trees for space partitioning, and relies on skip graphs
for query routing. SkipIndex supports range queries by multicasting: a query is
first routed to the center of the query range, and then multicasted to a set of non-
overlapping regions which intersect the query range for further processing. KNN
search is also supported in SkipIndex, which is based on range search.
Two proposals were suggested for multi-dimensional range query support by
Ganesan et al. [24]: SCRAP and MURK. SCRAP is similar to Squid, in that both
use SFCs to map a multi-dimensional space to a one-dimensional space. However,
routing in SCRAP is based on skip graphs, rather than on Chord. Two steps
are involved in query processing in SCRAP: a multi-dimensional range query is
first converted to a set of one-dimensional range queries, and then each of the
one-dimensional range queries is routed to the appropriate nodes whose ranges
intersect the query range. MURK is similar to SkipIndex, in that both use kd-trees
to partition the data space. However, routing in MURK is based on CAN, rather
than on skip graphs. Query processing in MURK also involves two steps: a query is
first routed to a node with relevant data, and then forwarded to all neighbors of the
node which also have relevant data. The process is repeated until all relevant nodes
are reached. Three approaches for the first step in query processing are considered
in MURK: MURK-Ran, MURK-SF, and MURK-CAN.
Multi-dimensional range query support is also addressed in sensor networks.
For example, DIM [42] uses kd-trees to map a multi-dimensional space to a 2-d
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geographic space, and routes a query as in CAN: a query is always forwarded to the
neighbor closest to the query destination. To resolve a range query, a node divides
the query into multiple smaller sized subqueries if there is an overlap between the
query range and the node’s space.
Banaei-Kashani and Shahabi [6] proposed a family of distributed access methods
(SWAM) for efficient execution of multi-dimensional similarity-search queries (i.e.,
exact-match, range, and KNN queries), which are derived from traditional database
indexing models and small-world models. Also, they introduced a Voronoi-based
instance of SWAM, SWAM-V, which satisfies all the properties of SWAM. Unlike
other work on range query support, SWAM places no control over data placement,
i.e., each node in SWAM autonomously stores its own data. As such, the model
proposed in SWAM is built on data objects, not on nodes, and a node which has
more data objects needs to maintain more neighbors.
Keyword Queries. Li et al. [39] discussed the feasibility of P2P Web search,
and showed that current P2P networks are not feasible for Web search. To make
keyword search in structured systems more feasible, the authors mapped out some
possible optimizations, such as caching and precomputation, and compression; also,
they suggested two possible compromises, one in the quality of results, and the other
in the network structure.
To support keyword queries, one can hash each keyword to an identifier, and
store indices in a DHT using the identifier as the key. A search for multiple keywords
is performed by intersecting the individual document sets returned from nodes
responsible for the keywords. Though simple, such an approach has a search cost
which grows linearly with the number of documents in the system. To reduce the
cost, Reynolds and Vahdat [67] proposed three techniques: bloom filters, caches,
and incremental results. Bloom filters are used to compress document ID sets,
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caches are used to exploit temporal locality in the query workload to reduce the
probability that document ID sets need to be sent, and incremental results are used
to return only the desired number of results.
Another problem with the above approach is the common keywords problem,
that is, nodes responsible for common keywords consume excessive amount of stor-
age than other nodes; also, queries involving common keywords cause a huge volume
of network traffic. To address this problem, Liu et al. [44] proposed Keyword Fu-
sion to balance unfairly skewed storage consumptions at nodes, and to transform
users’ queries to contain more focused search terms, by maintaining a distributed
data structure called Fusion Directory for identifying common keywords.
Tang and Dwarkadas [82] addressed the common keywords problem in another
way by leveraging IR techniques, and proposed eSearch. eSearch uses VSM [88]
to select a small number of top (important) keywords in each document, and pub-
lishes the complete keyword list for the document to nodes responsible for those
top keywords. This selective replication of keyword lists allows a multi-keyword
query to proceed local to the nodes responsible for query keywords. To reduce
the chance of missing relevant documents due to the selective replication, eSearch
adopts automatic query expansion.
Different from the above keyword-based approach, pSearch [84] organizes con-
tents around their semantics such that the distance between two documents in the
network is proportional to their dissimilarity in semantics. Specifically, in pSearch,
a document corresponds to a semantic vector which is generated by LSI [61], and
the semantic vector is used as the key to store the document index in CAN. To find
documents relevant to a query, pSearch only needs to compare the query against
documents within a small region centered at the query.
Bhattacharya et al. [11] employed similarity preserving hash functions to map
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semantically related data objects (documents) into a small set of clusters, which
allows for a simple and efficient similarity search strategy. Different from pSearch,
which can only be implemented on CAN, the indexing scheme proposed in [11] can
be implemented over any underlying DHT topology.
Others. PIER [29] intends to bring traditional query processing facilities to widely
distributed environments. Most of the work in PIER so far has focussed on dis-
tributed joins. Two different binary equi-join algorithms have been implemented:
symmetric hash join and Fetch Matches. Symmetric hash join works when both
input tables need to be rehashed on the join attributes, and Fetch Matches works
when one of the tables is already hashed on the join attributes. Also, two dis-
tributed query rewrite strategies have been implemented to reduce the bandwidth
cost of the symmetric hash join : symmetric semi-join and bloom joins.
Aggregation is also addressed in some work. Willow [86] and DASIS [2] work
the same way: they both explore the tree structure of a Kademlia-like system,
and aggregate information about the members along paths of the tree. In Willow,
aggregation is integrated with DHT routing and publish/subcsribe in one protocol.
In DASIS, the aggregated information is mainly used in the node join algorithm
for a well-balanced topology. While Willow and DASIS aggregate all information
along a single tree, SDIMS [90] aggregates information along multiple trees. In
SDIMS, each attribute is hashed onto a key of a Plaxton-based system, and different
attributes are aggregated along different trees. Compared to Willow and DASIS,
lower maximum node load is incurred in SDIMS, and the onus of aggregation is
distributed across all nodes. SOMO [97] is a metadata overlay built over a DHT. In
SOMO, information is gathered and disseminated along the SOMO tree. Different




Though DHT systems randomly map data items into the identifier space, there is
still O(logN) imbalance factor in the number of items stored at a node. To address
this issue, Godfrey et al. [26] used the concept of virtual servers previously proposed
in [19]: a physical node hosts one or more virtual servers, and extended schemes
proposed in [65] to achieve load balancing in dynamic P2P systems by moving
virtual servers from heavily loaded physical nodes to lightly loaded physical nodes.
Byers et al. [14] proposed the use of the ”power of two choices” paradigm: each data
item is hashed to d ≥ 2 identifiers and is stored at the node with the least load of the
nodes responsible for those identifiers, and explored this paradigm for supporting
other load balancing methods including load-stealing and load-shedding. Karger
and Ruhl [35] proposed a simple protocol for load balancing by reassigning lightly
loaded nodes to be neighbors of heavily loaded nodes.
Load balancing of range-partitioned data is particularly addressed by [24] and [4].
In [24], Ganesen et al. proposed algorithms for eliminating data skew to achieve
storage balance, with two basic load-balancing operations, NBRADJUST and RE-
ORDER, and adapted them to P2P systems for range queries. In [4], Aspnes et
al. employed a pairing strategy for providing load balancing in skip graphs and
similar distributed data structures, where heavily-loaded nodes are placed next to
lightly-loaded nodes, so that any insertion or deletion of data items involves only
a small, constant number of nodes and a constant number of item relocations.
2.3 Search in Hybrid Networks
Some work has been reported on search in hybrid networks which combine elements
of both unstructured and structured overlays, such as [45, 96, 41, 7, 43].
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Loo et al. [45] proposed a hybrid search infrastructure that utilizes flooding for
popular items and PIERSearch (based on DHT) for indexing and querying rare
items, by observing that Gnutella is highly effective for querying popular content,
but ineffective for querying rare items. To identify rare items for publishing into
PIERSearch, several schemes were proposed in [45]: Query Results Size (QRS),
Term Frequency (TF), Term Pair Frequency (TPF), and Sampling (SAM). Re-
sults show that the hybrid search method has the potential to improve the recall
and response times when searching for rare items, while incurring low bandwidth
overheads.
Sharing the spirit of [45], Zhang and Hu [96] proposed a DHT-based partial
indexing scheme, where the network consists of two logical overlays: the “search”
overlay formed by an unstructured overlay, and the “index” overlay formed by a
structured overlay. When a peer joins the network, it registers its top interests in
the structured index overlay. The unstructured search overlay is constructed based
on peer interests with the assistance of the index. During a search, a query is first
issued to the unstructured overlay. If not enough hits are generated, the index
overlay is queried for nodes that are likely to satisfy the search.
Li et al. [41] proposed semantic small world (SSW) for efficient semantic-based
search in P2P networks. In SSW, each data object corresponds to a point in a
semantic space, and nodes are formed into semantic clusters in accordance with
the space. To facilitate search, clusters are further self-organized into a small world
network. By comparing SSW to pSearch, the authors showed that, SSW is much
more scalable to very large network sizes and very large numbers of data objects.
There are two main differences between the techniques proposed in SSW and RP-
Cluster: first, in SSW, the system has full control of data placement, while in
RPCluster, each node has full control of its data. With this increasing node auton-
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omy, RPCluster has more complexity in dealing with cluster formation. Second, in
SSW, a search is finished when a query reaches its destination cluster (the cluster
which covers the query) and nodes in the destination cluster are searched, while in
RPCluster, nearby clusters of the destination cluster are also searched to improve
search results. Compared to SSW, RPCluster focuses more on similarity searches.
SETS [7] is most similar to RPCluster. In SETS, each site (or node)’s content
is represented by a site vector, and sites with similar contents are arranged into
a topic-segmented overlay (a small-world network). The main difference between
techniques proposed in SETS and RPCluster is, in SETS, sites are clustered by a
central site, and the knowledge of segments is global, Thus, when searching, each
site knows which segments are most similar to a query by comparing the query
vector with all segment centroids and forwards the query to most similar segments;
while in RPCluster, there is no such a central site. Also, a node has little knowledge
about which clusters are most similar to a query. The problem with a central site is
that it presents a single point of failure and performance bottleneck. On the other
hand, the flexibility and scalability provided by decoupling global information from
the central site demand more sophisticated and efficient search strategies.
The framework proposed by Liu et al. [43] possesses some features of both
SummaryIndex and RPCluster for supporting complex multi-dimensional queries
in P2P networks: peers are formed into clusters; within a cluster, some peers with
more computational power act as super-peers for the coordination of indexing and
query processing. However, unlike SummaryIndex or RPCluster, the framework
maintains no indexes or employs no heuristics for the selection of relevant nearby
clusters, and a query is just flooded to all nearby clusters after it reaches its des-
tination cluster. Also, as clusters in the proposed framework are split as in CAN,





In this chapter, we address the problem of supporting multi-dimensional range
queries in P2P networks, and present our work, ZNet. We are interested in this
problem, as a wide range of applications could potentially benefit from our work,
for instance, resource discovery in Grid computing.
To support multi-dimensional range queries in P2P networks both efficiently
and effectively, as we pointed out in Chapter 1, three main issues need to be ad-
dressed, i.e., space partitioning and mapping, query processing, and load balancing.
ZNet addresses these issues as follows. For space partitioning and mapping, ZNet
dynamically partitions the data space into zones at different granularities, and uses
Space Filling Curves (SFCs) at different orders (corresponding to the space gran-
ularities) for mapping zones onto nodes, in order to preserve data locality. For
query processing, ZNet extends Skip Graphs [5] for query routing, with each node
maintaining only O(logN) states (N is the number of nodes in the network), and
employs an efficient range query resolution strategy, which evaluates queries in a
specific way to avoid unnecessary node visits. For load balancing, ZNet supports
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both static and dynamic load balancing. On one hand, new nodes always join
in densely populated areas, by selecting appropriate joining destinations. On the
other hand, heavily loaded nodes can migrate some of their load to lightly loaded
ones.
Several proposals have been suggested recently, which address the same problem
as ZNet, such as Squid [72], SCRAP and MURK [24], and SkipIndex [95]. In this
chapter, we evaluate ZNet against these proposals, and our results show that, ZNet
possesses nearly all desirable properties: it has both low routing cost and low
maintenance cost, which is independent of data dimensionality and distribution,
and only increases logarithmically with the network size; it has more balanced
routing load; and it has low range search cost - the number of nodes for routing
queries is much smaller, and no node is revisited during query processing; it achieves
better load balancing - dynamic load balancing can be dealt with more easily with
its space partitioning strategy. On the contrary, all other proposals mentioned
above typically fail in one or two of these properties.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 presents the design of
ZNet, including how the space is partitioned and mapped, how queries are routed,
and how the overlay is maintained. Section 3.2 discusses how range queries can be
supported efficiently in ZNet. Section 3.3 describes how load balancing is dealt with
in ZNet. Section 3.4 reports the results of our performance study, and Section 3.5
summarizes the chapter.
3.1 The Design of ZNet
We assume each node in a network stores some data items, each of which corre-
sponds to a point in a multi-dimensional space. To facilitate efficient data search in
the network, ZNet organizes nodes into an index overlay and serves as a distributed
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index infrastructure, where each node manages a subspace and maintains indexes
for data items which are covered by the subspace, and meanwhile maintains some
links to other nodes in the network. This section provides design details of ZNet,
which includes how a space is partitioned and mapped to nodes, how nodes are
organized into an index overlay, and how the overlay is maintained.
3.1.1 Space Partitioning and Mapping
Space partitioning occurs when one node needs to transfer some space (indexes)
to another node: when a new node joins, it needs to find an existing node in the
network, and gets some space from this node (for the first node in the network,
it covers the whole data space); when a node leaves or fails, its space needs to
be supervised by another node in the network; and when a node is overloaded,
it needs to transfer some of its load to another node which is less loaded. When
partitioning, the space is halved in all dimensions (we partition the space in this
way in order to deal with load balancing better). For a d-dimensional space, each
partitioning will generate 2d subspaces at a lower level, each of which can be further
partitioned. We call a subspace a zone.
To facilitate space mapping, and also data indexing, we use the following space
linearization process. For each zone generated from one partitioning, we number
it by a binary string of length d in the following way: For each dimension, we test
whether the zone lies in the lower half or in the upper half of the dimension. If the
zone lies in the lower half of dimension di, the i-th bit of its binary representation is
set to 0, otherwise the i-th bit is set to 1. Numbering for 1, 2, 3-dimensional spaces
is shown in Figure 3.1. A zone Z in a space D can be uniquely identified by a zone
code z1z2...zl, where l is the level of Z (Z is obtained by partitioning D l times),
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Figure 3.1: Subspace numbering
Z1 and Z2, if Z1’s zone code is a prefix of Z2’s zone code, then Z1 spatially contains
Z2.
In fact, this equals to filling zones (from each partitioning) with a first order
z-curve [59] (z-curve, as well as other space-filling curves like Hilbert-curve [21],
facilitates multi-dimensional indexing by forcing an ordering of multi-dimensional
data. We choose z-curve simply because of its simplicity. If other Space Filling
Curves are considered, the subspace numbering will be changed accordingly. ZNet,
however, still applies). A zone’s code is just its Z-address. For a space which
is unevenly partitioned, it is filled with z-curves at different orders, which results
in zones in the space having Z-addresses (in binary representation) of different
lengths. By comparing only the prefix part of longer Z-addresses with shorter Z-
addresses, we can order zones (leafs in the partition tree) in a space. In this way,
a multi-dimensional data space is mapped to 1-dimensional index space.
Figure 3.2 gives an example of the space partitioning process for a 2-dimensional
data space. In the figure, (a) denotes the initial state of the data space. After the
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first partitioning, four zones (at level 1) are generated with Z-addresses from 00 to
11 (see (b)). Suppose zone 00 is further partitioned, another four zones (at level 2)








Figure 3.2: An example of space partitioning process
For illustration, we can model the whole space partitioning process as a tree,
which we refer to as the partition tree, and a zone’s partitioning level is just its tree
level. Figure 3.3 shows the corresponding partition tree of Figure 3.2(c).
0011001000010000
11100100
Figure 3.3: A partition tree
When mapping zones onto nodes, we need to make sure zones managed by each
node are continuous (in the sense that their Z-addresses are continuous), and at the
same level in the partition tree. To achieve this, multiple partitionings may occur
during space transferring, and one node always passes part or all of its continuous
zones to another node to preserve data locality. For example, suppose node A,
which contains zone 00 (noted as A(00)), wants to transfer some space to node
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B which contains zone 0100 and 0101 (noted as B(0100, 0101)), it first needs to
partition its space and generate 4 lower-level zones (0000, 0001, 0010, 0011), then
passes to B the upper part of its zones, e.g., zone 0010 and 0011. In this way, we
ensure that both A and B contain continuous zones.
3.1.2 Index Overlay
In ZNet, the overlay is based on skip graphs [5]. An example of skip graphs is given
in Figure 3.4. In the example, there are eight nodes, whose keys are from A to H.
Each node has a randomly generated membership vector (for clarity, we suppose
each node in this example has a distinct membership vector, and discuss how to
deal with same membership vectors in the next subsection). A node’s neighbors
at the bottom level in skip graphs are decided by its key, and neighbors at upper
levels are decided by its membership vector. For instance, node C has B and D
as its neighbors at the bottom level; A and E as its neighbors at level 1; G as its
neighbor at level 2. Given a query, a node always checks its neighbors from the
highest level. Suppose node C receives a query whose destination is F , it will check
G first. Since G’s key is larger than F ’s, C will check E next, and pass the query






















Figure 3.4: An example of skip graphs
In skip graphs, each node needs to maintain O(logN) states, and a search needs
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to take expected O(logN) time. Skip graphs were designed with one key per node,
thus N in fact is the number of keys. This is not acceptable, as the number of keys
is usually much larger than the number of nodes in a system. ZNet extends skip
graphs by assigning continuous zones to nodes while ensuring system-wide load
balancing, thus it can leverage the useful routing properties of skip graphs even
when there is a data skew. In ZNet, each node maintains only O(logN) neighbors,
where N is the number of nodes.
Given a query (a point), a node first needs to transform the query to the cor-
responding Z-address, and then forwards it by following the routing process of
skip graphs. Routing is a little more complicated in ZNet, as each node has only
incomplete knowledge about space partitioning, and may transform a query to a Z-
address which is only a prefix of the query’s full Z-address. Nevertheless, with each
routing step, the query is routed to a node which has more knowledge about the
destination’s partitioning status. As we shall see in the experiments (Section 3.4),
this incomplete knowledge does not affect the search performance significantly, and
the routing cost is still nearly the same as the one with complete knowledge as-
sumed. Before describing the routing procedure at detail, we need to introduce the
following three terms:
• Z Level: For a zone Z, its Z Level is its partitioning level, and also, its level
in the partition tree. As a node always covers continuous zones at the same
Z level, a node’s Z Level is its zones’ Z Level.
• Z Range: For a node A, its Z Range is the interval of Z-addresses of zones
A covers, defined as [zMin, zMax]. Given a Z-address z, we use the following
notations to denote its relationship with A: if zMin ≤ z ≤ zMax, z is
covered by A, noted as z ∈ A; else if z < zMin, then z < A; else, z > A.
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• Routing Table: Each node maintains its neighbor information in a table RT
with m entries (m is at most dlogNe). The ith entry in the table contains the
identities and Z Ranges of the node’s neighbors (left neighbor lN and right
neighbor rN) at level i of skip graphs.
The routing procedure is shown in Figure 3.5. When a node A receives a search
request q, it first calls getZAddress(), transforming q to a Z-address z based on its
local knowledge about the partition tree. After getting z, A compares z with its Z
Range, if z ∈ A, the search destination is itself; otherwise, it calls findCloserNode(),
which examines its neighbors in the Routing Table as in skip graphs, and then
passes the search request to one of its neighbors without overshooting the search
point. We get q’s Z-address z (z1z2...zl) as follows: first, a zone at Z Level 1 (with
Z-address z1) in the partition tree, which covers q, is decided by comparing each
dimension of q with 0.5 (if qi ≥ 0.5, z1,i = 1; else z1,i = 0); next, a zone at Z
Level 2 (with Z-address z1z2) is decided, z2 is obtained by similarly comparing
each dimension of p with the centroid of z1, and so on, until node A’s Z Level l is
reached.
Following the example in Figure 3.4, assume the space is partitioned among
A − H like this: A(00,01), B(1000, 1001), C(101000), D(101001), E(101010),
F (101011), G(1011), H(11). Suppose A receives a point query, whose destina-
tion is node D. Since A’s zones are at z-level 1, it can only transform the point to
Z-address (10) according to Z-address transformation process (A has no idea about
the complete space partitioning status). For Z-address (10), all of A’s neighbors,
B, C, and E, are qualified. We may choose one based on consideration of load or
network proximity. Suppose E is chosen, the query will be forwarded to E. When
the query arrives at E, another Z-address transformation will be done again, and
at this time, full Z-address (101001) of the search point is obtained (since zones
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A.Routing(q)
1. z = getZAddress(q);
2. if z ∈ A
3. return A;
4. else B = findCloserNode(z);
5. return B.Routing(q);
findCloserNode(z)
1. for i = m downto 0
2. if z < RT [i].lN ‖ z ∈ RT [i].lN
3. return RT [i].lN ;
4. if z > RT [i].rN ‖ z ∈ RT [i].rN
5. return RT [i].rN ;
Figure 3.5: The routing algorithm
covered by both E and D are at the same Z Level). By choosing D from E’s
neighbors as the forwarding node, the query is finally resolved.
3.1.3 Maintenance
When a new node A wants to join the network, it needs to find an existing node B
in the network and split B’s space (we defer the discussion on how B is determined
to Section 3.3). Since B always passes A the lower or upper part of its Z Range
(randomly decided), A can establish its neighbors at the bottom level in skip graphs.
To decide neighbors at level 1, A searches along its bottom-level list and tries to
find a closest node which shares with it in the first bit of their membership vectors.
Neighbors at level 2 are decided similarly, and so on, until A finds itself alone in
a list at a level. In this way, A builds its Routing Table and joins the network.
As shown in [8], the join operation takes expected O(logN) time and O(logN)
messages.
The membership vector has much effect in deciding a node’s neighbors. Since
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a node’s membership vector is randomly generated, it is possible that a node’s
membership vector is the same as another node’s. When this happens, each node
will randomly generate one additional bit appended to its membership vector, and
this process will repeat until its membership vector is unique. For instance, suppose
the space is partitioned among nodes from A to H as in the previous routing
example. When node J joins the network and node B is chosen to split the space,
J will first insert itself in the bottom-level list of the skip graph. If B passes the
upper part of its Z Range to J , J ’s neighbors at the bottom level in the skip graph
will be B and C. Suppose J ’s initially generated membership vector is 110 (same
as D’s), B and D will be its neighbors at level 1, and D is its only neighbor at
level 2. At this time, a new level (3) will be generated, and each of J and D needs
to generate a new bit to its membership vector.
To deal with node failure or departure, each node in ZNet maintains a redun-
dant neighbor list of length 2r, which includes the closest r left and r right nodes
along the bottom level list in skip graphs. If a node notices its bottom-level left or
right neighbor fails (detected by periodically sending ’heartbeats’), it replaces the
neighbor with the first left or right neighbor that is alive in its redundant neighbor
list (data loss can be avoided by storing replicates in these neighbors). A back-
ground stabilization process runs periodically at each node to fix neighbors at upper
levels in skip graphs. To improve system performance, for a node which voluntarily
leaves the network, it may pass its data to one of its bottom-level neighbors, and
notify all of its neighbors before leaving.
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3.2 Distributed Query Processing
ZNet supports both point queries and range queries. Point queries, as a special
case of range queries, can be resolved by simply routing queries to nodes which
cover the points. Thus, in this section, we mainly focus on resolving range queries.
One na¨ıve method to resolve a range query is to convert the query range (QR)
to a set of Z Ranges which are covered by QR, and then route a request to each
node which contains zMin of each Z Range. This method can be inefficient if the
number of Z Ranges is very high. Also, it precludes the possibility for possible
query optimizations, as a node may contain several Z Ranges which are included
in the set. Further, it requires that the whole data space be statically partitioned.
To address the problems of the na¨ıve method, in ZNet, we resolve a range query
as follows. Initially, a range query is converted to a set of zones, which is a superset
of zones covered by the query range. As the query is routed, this superset is refined.
According to how a query is routed, we have two range search strategies: one-way
search and two-way search. In one-way search, the query is always routed along
one direction - from the node which contains the smallest Z-address covered by the
query, to the node which contains the largest Z-address. In two-way search, the
query is routed along two opposite directions - in one direction, the query is routed
to nodes which contain zones of larger Z-addresses than zones’ of the current node;
in the other direction, the query is routed to nodes which contain zones of smaller
Z-addresses than zones’ of the current node. The one-way search strategy is simple,
however, it incurs unnecessary visits.
The pseudo-codes for one-way and two-way search are shown in Figure 3.6
and Figure 3.7 respectively. Since most pseudo-codes for both strategies are very
similar, in the following, we describe two-way search strategy only. Given a query
QR, node A first computes a superset of zones covered by the query range, [zL, zH]
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A.OneWayRangeSearch(ll, QR)
// QR is the query range;
// Initially, ll is the low left point of QR;
// A’s Z Range is[zMin, zMax]
// decide the lowest Z-address of QR
1. zL = getZAddress(ll)
2. if A’s Z Range does not contain zL





8. zH =getZAddress (QR.hr)
9. if zH is not contained in [zMin, zMax]
10. zL′ = getLowestOverlapZ(QR)
11. B = FindCloserNode(zL′)
//ll′ is the low left point of zL′’s space
12. reset ll to ll′
13. B.OneWayRangeSearch(ll′, QR)
Figure 3.6: One-way range search algorithm.
(line 1-2). Then, A checks whether its Z Range overlaps with [zL, zH]: if not, it
forwards the query to a node which covers zL or zH (randomly decided) (line 4-5);
otherwise, it checks whether the space it covers overlaps with QR by isOverlap(QR)
and returns a message to the query initiator if they overlap (line 7-8). Meanwhile,
it refines the search range by computing the next bigger Z-Address zL′ and smaller
Z-address zH ′ (as compared to its own Z Range) which overlap with QR. By
forwarding requests to the node which contains zL′ and the node which contains
zH ′ respectively, the search is recursively resolved (line 9-18).
During query processing, we may need to get a zone’s space, which can be com-
puted recursively as follows: For a zone Z of Z-address z1z2...zl, we first compute
the space of a zone of Z-address z1, which in turn can be used to determine the space
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A.TwoWayRangeSearch(ll, hr, QR)
// QR is the query range;
// Initially, ll and hr are the low left and
// high right point of QR;
// A’s Z Range is [zMin, zMax]
// decide the lowest and highest Z-address of QR
1. zL = getZAddress(ll)
2. zH = getZAddress(hr)
3. if A’s Z Range doesn’t overlap [zL, zH]
4. B = FindCloserNode(zL or zH)




9. if zMax ∈ [zL, zH]
10. zL′ = getLowestOverlapZ(QR)
11. B = FindCloserNode(zL′)
//ll′ is the low left point of zL′’s space
12. reset ll to ll′
13. B.TwoWayRangeSearch(ll′, hr, QR)
14. if zMin ∈ [zL, zH]
15. zH ′ = getHighestOverlapZ(QR)
16. B = FindCloserNode(zH ′)
//hr′ is the high right point of zH ′’s space
17. reset hr to hr′
18. B.TwoWayRangeSearch(ll, hr′, QR)
Figure 3.7: Two-way range search algorithm.
of a zone of Z-address z1z2. The space of a zone of Z-address z1z2...zi is computed
by first deciding its centroid Ci,1...Ci,d based on its radius ri and zi. Suppose zi is
represented by zi,1...zi,d, if zi,j = 1, Ci,j = Ci−1,j + ri; else Ci,j = Ci−1,j − ri, where
C0,j = 0.5, rj = 0.5/2
j, j = 1..d. From the computation of a zone’s space, we can
get an important property of zones: for two zones Z1, and Z2, if Z1’s Z-address is a
prefix of Z2’s Z-address, then Z2 is covered by Z1. We use this property to efficiently
test isOverlap() and compute getLowestOverlapZ() and getHighestOverlapZ(). For










Figure 3.8: An example of range search
by a node one by one, rather, we take advantage of this property to compare only
those zones (which spatially cover the node’s zones) with QR, thus reducing the
processing time at each node.
In the previous routing example, suppose node A receives a range query q,
[(0.8,0.1), (0.9,0.2)], which is covered by four nodes, C, D, E, and F , as shown
in Figure 3.8. A first transforms q into a range of Z-addresses, [10,10], by getting
Z-addresses of ll (0.8, 0.1) and hr (0.9, 0.2) respectively, according to its local
knowledge. As A’s space ([00,01]) does not overlap with this Z-address range, it
will forward the query to a neighbor which is closer to the range, e.g., node E. At
node E, q is transformed into [101000, 101011]. Since this Z-address range overlaps
with E’s space [101010, 101010], E will check its index and return possible results
to the query initiator. Meanwhile, it will split q into two parts ([101011, 101011]
and [101000, 101001]) and forward q along two opposite directions to F and D
respectively (suppose two-way search strategy is employed), and so on, until all




In ZNet, routing load balance can be achieved with the symmetric nature of skip
graphs, thus, in this section, we consider load balancing mainly from storage per-
spective. If two nodes index nearly the same amount of data, we deem that these
two nodes have nearly the same load. Load balancing in ZNet is addressed from
the following two aspects: first, for new nodes, appropriate joining destinations are
chosen. When a node joins the network, it randomly chooses several of its data
points as possible joining destinations, and the one whose corresponding destina-
tion node has the heaviest load is chosen as the joining destination, which will pass
some space (zones) to the new node, meanwhile ensuring load on each is nearly
the same. With a large number of nodes joining the network, nodes should be
distributed in a way which approximately follows the data distribution.
Second, at run-time, heavily loaded nodes can migrate some of their load to
lightly loaded ones. A node is said to be heavily loaded if its load is larger than
L + δL and lightly loaded if its load is less than L − δL, where L is average load,
and δ is a variable which represents the tradeoff between the amount of load moved
and the quality of balance achieved. By sampling loads on its neighbors, each
node can estimate the average load L. To balance the load at run-time, each node
periodically exchanges its load information with its neighbors (We differentiate
two kinds of neighbors of a node: neighbors whose Z-addresses are continuous with
the node’s Z-addresses are the node’s close neighbors ; all other neighbors are the
node’s far neighbors). For a lightly loaded node, it will average its load with its
more loaded close neighbor, as such, close neighbors of a lightly loaded node will be
lightly loaded with a high probability. For a heavily loaded node, it will first try to
transfer part of its load to its close neighbors. In case it is not successful (e.g., all
of its close neighbors are heavily loaded), it will send requests to its far neighbors
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Space partitioning Routing Range Load
and mapping overlay search balancing
Squid SFCs Chord one-way static/dynamic
SCRAP SFCs skip graphs na¨ıve static/dynamic
MURK kd-trees CAN na¨ıve static
SkipIndex kd-trees skip graphs multicasting static
ZNet SFCs at different skip graphs one-way/ static/dynamic
granularities two-way
Table 3.1: Comparison of different proposals for multi-dimensional range search.
to find a lightly loaded node in the network, which will gracefully leave the network
and rejoin at the location of the heavily loaded node. Heuristics are adopted to
find a lightly loaded node: when a node is heavily loaded, each of its far neighbors
will check the load, and meanwhile, send a request to one of its neighbors which
is least loaded (one random walk). The process is repeated until logN hops. By
doing so, requests are always sent to less loaded parts in the network, and a heavily
loaded node can find a lightly loaded node in the network with a high probability.
3.4 Performance Study
In this section, we evaluate ZNet by comparing it with several recent proposals,
i.e., Squid [72], SCRAP and MURK [24], and SkipIndex [95]. The main differences
and similarities among these proposals and ZNet are the followings (which are
summarized in Table 3.1):
• Space partitioning and mapping: Both Squid and SCRAP map a multi-
dimensional data space to one dimensional space by SFCs as ZNet. The
difference is that, Squid and SCRAP partition the space statically, while
ZNet partitions the space dynamically. In ZNet, the space is filled with SFCs
at different granularities. Different from Squid, SCRAP, and ZNet, MURK
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and SkipIndex partition the space with kd-trees.
• Routing: Squid builds its routing overlay on Chord; SCRAP and SkipIndex
are based on skip graphs as ZNet; and MURK mainly depends on CAN’s
routing mechanism (though three implementations of MURK, MURK-CAN,
MURK-Ran, and MURK-SF, are described in [24], in this section, we only
consider MURK-CAN, as it is the most basic implementation of MURK).
• Range search: Squid does range search by recursively pruning the search
space as ZNet, However, it can only route a query in one direction, due to
the use of Chord for routing. SCRAP uses the na¨ıve method we described in
Section 3.2 for range search. Range search in MURK consists of two steps: a
query is first routed to a relevant node whose space overlaps with the query
range; then it is forwarded to all relevant neighbors of the node. MURK
does not describe how the second step is performed. If there is no restriction
on the direction of query forwarding, a large number of redundant messages
may be generated, thus incurring much bandwidth cost. SkipIndex resolves
range search by decomposing the search space into non-overlapping subspaces
and forwarding the query to nodes whose spaces overlap with these subspaces
respectively. Though no redundant message is generated in SkipIndex, a node
may be revisited many times for resolving a query.
• Load balancing: Basically, both Squid and SCRAP can achieve the same
load balancing as ZNet. ZNet is unique in that it employs a heuristic method
to find lightly loaded nodes for dynamic load balancing. Both MURK and
SkipIndex balance the load at node join by partitioning a node’s space into
two parts of equal load, with one node managing each part. However, they






Figure 3.9: An example for dynamic load balancing in MURK and SkipIndex
MURK and SkipIndex keeps a hyper-rectangle, when a node wants to transfer
its load, it needs to find a neighbor whose space and the node’s space form
into a hyper-rectangle. Such a neighbor may not exist. Figure 3.9 shows an
example for 2-d space. In the figure, nodes C and D can transfer their load
to each other. However, it is difficult for nodes A and B to transfer some
load to their neighbors.
3.4.1 Experimental Setup
The evaluation is conducted via simulations with up to 10,000 nodes. Synthetic
datasets are used for the experiments, each with a different data dimensionality, and
a data distribution. Given the number of nodes N , the data dimensionality d, and
the number of clusters C, we generate a dataset as follows: each cluster follows a
multivariate normal distribution with a certain variance σ2, and has equal numbers
of data points. The overlap among clusters is at most 0.05, and the total number of
data points is fixed to be 300,000. Parameters and their default values used in our
experiments are summarized in Table 3.2 (by default, we use datasets with only
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Description Default value
N Network size (number of peers in the network) 6000
d Dimensionality of data 8
C Number of clusters in a dataset 1
σ2 Variance of data distribution in each cluster 0.04
qL Query window size 0.2
Table 3.2: Parameters used in the simulations
one cluster. Similar trends can be observed in all experiments for datasets with
more clusters). And the following metrics are measured:
• Routing cost The average number of messages required for routing a query
(point query) to its destination.
• Maintenance cost The average number of messages incurred by peer join or
departure.
• Routing load The number of messages received by a node during a period.
• Storage load The number of data indexes maintained by a node.




In this part, we compare different proposals by measuring their overlay perfor-
mance, i.e., routing cost, maintenance cost, routing load, and storage load.
Routing cost. First, we measure the routing cost in terms of the average number





















































Figure 3.10: Routing cost measurement
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we randomly select two nodes, and results are averaged after repeating 10 times
the network size.
Routing costs mainly depends on the underlying overlay networks. Squid is
based on Chord; MURK is based on CAN; SCRAP, ZNet, and SkipIndex are all
based on Skip Graphs: SCRAP can be regarded as a static version of ZNet in query
routing; ZNet and SkipIndex are similar in their query routing, thus we mention
ZNet only in the following. For comparison, we assume the maximum partitioning
level of ZNet is globally known in SCRAP and Squid. One concern in this part is
whether the add-on dynamicity of ZNet affects its routing performance.
Figure 3.10 shows the results, in which (a) depicts the effect of network size,
(b) depicts the effect of dimensionality, and (c) depicts the effect of data skew-
ness. As shown from the figure, the routing performance of ZNet is comparable to
SCRAP’s; both are independent of dimensionality and data skewness, and increase
logarithmically with the network size, which means the add-on dynamicity of ZNet
does not affect its routing performance.
Also, in the experiment, we find that Squid’s routing performance is affected
by data dimensionality and data skewness. As shown in (b), as the dimension-
ality increases, the routing cost of Squid increases. This is because, with higher
dimensionality, data distribution becomes more skewed, which leads to nonuniform
node distribution, and thus deteriorates the routing performance (routing efficiency
in Chord is based on the assumption that the data and nodes are uniformly dis-
tributed). The relationship between Squid’s routing performance and data skewness
is further shown in (c), by varying σ. The routing cost of Squid increases as data
become more skewed (with smaller σ).
Figure 3.10 may give us the illusion that MURK performs best among all pro-
posals. In fact, it performs badly when the dimensionality is low, as indicated in
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(b)(in both (a) and (c), the testing data dimensionality is 8): when the dimen-
sionality is 2, the routing cost of MURK is more than 40. This is mainly because
much fewer neighbors are maintained when the dimensionality is low. Also, the
much lower routing cost for MURK when the dimensionality is high is derived
from maintaining a large number of neighbors, which incurs high maintenance cost
as we shall discuss next.
Maintenance Cost. To measure the maintenance cost for a certain network size,
we set the ratio of node join to leave operations to 1:1. Initially, there are only node
join operations. After the network reaches a certain size, a mixture of node join
and leave operations are performed, and the statistics is taken. In the experiments,
we make each node join and leave the network at least once.
Similarly, we measure the effect of network size, data dimensionality, and data
skewness on maintenance cost. As ZNet, SkipIndex, and SCRAP are all based on
skip graphs, they have same maintenance cost. Thus in this part, we mention ZNet
only. Figure 3.11 shows the results. As shown in the figure, in general, ZNet has
much lower maintenance cost than MURK and Squid. Moreover, its maintenance
cost is not affected by data dimensionality and data skewness, and only increases
slightly with the network size. Data dimensionality has the most effect on MURK:
much higher maintenance cost is incurred with a higher dimensionality. When the
dimensionality is low (<= 8), Squid has the highest maintenance cost. Therefore,
though MURK and Squid have relatively better routing performance than ZNet,
they have much more maintenance cost incurred.
We also measure the average number of neighbors maintained by each node
(as shown in Figure 3.12), and study its relationship with the maintenance cost,
as it is usually believed that it largely reflects the system maintenance cost. By





































































































































































Figure 3.13: Routing load measurement
the number of neighbors maintained by each node indeed reflects the maintenance
cost incurred. However, this is not applied to Squid. In Squid, though each node
only needs to maintain a few more neighbors than ZNet, and much fewer neighbors
than MURK, more maintenance cost is incurred than in ZNet and MURK. This is
mainly because, the neighbor relationship in both ZNet and MURK is symmetric,
while it is asymmetric in Squid, which results in more maintenance cost incurred










































Figure 3.14: Max node indegree
Routing load. To measure routing load, each time we randomly select two nodes
and route a query from one node to another. The routing load of a node is computed
by getting the total number of messages received by the node after repeating the
process 1000 times. We use the ratio of maximal routing load to mean load to reflect
the imbalance in routing. As depicted in Figure 3.13, among different proposals,
Squid is most affected by the data skewness, and shows the greatest imbalance
in routing when data become more skewed. This is mainly because, nonuniform
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distribution of nodes in the space (due to data skewness) makes some nodes in
Squid receive much more queries than other nodes. Figure 3.14 further shows max
node indegree among different proposals. As shown in the figure, some nodes in
Squid are more likely to be other nodes’ neighbors when data become more skewed,
and thus possibly have more routing load. MURK seems exceptional. As reflected
in both Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, though some nodes in MURK have high node
indegree, they do not seem to have much routing load. This is mainly because,
nodes in MURK are typically clustered in the area that has dense data (the dataset
we used in this experiment has one cluster), and nodes within the dense area tend
to route more queries than nodes nearby to the dense area that cover larger space
and thus have more node indegree. Compared to Squid and MURK, ZNet, as well
as SCRAP and SkipIndex, have much more balanced node indegree and routing
load.
Storage load. Storage load is measured by the number of data indexes maintained
by each node in the network. Initially, we randomly assign data in a dataset
to all nodes. For a node joining the network, it randomly chooses several of its
data points as joining destinations, and the one with the heaviest storage load is
chosen as the final destination. As shown in Figure 3.15(a), where nodes are sorted
in decreasing order according to the number of data indexed by them, the load
distribution becomes more balanced as the number of tries increases. However,
when the number of tries is larger than 5, only marginal improvement can be
observed. The number of appropriate tries is mainly decided by the system setup;
also, we need to consider the tradeoff of this strategy - the join cost/overhead
increases with more tries.
At node join, an existing node’s space is split. In all proposals, the space is






















































(b) Comparison of different proposals
Figure 3.15: Load balancing at node join
require the space managed by a node to be a hyper-rectangle, while others, e.g.,
ZNet, SCRAP, and Squid, do not have such a requirement. Basically, SCRAP and
Squid can achieve the same load balancing as ZNet. For comparison, we use 5
tries for all proposals at node join. CAN is also compared as a representative of a
“worst case” scheme. In CAN, a random point in the space is chosen as the joining
destination and the destination always splits its space (not load) in half and assigns
one half to the new node. This may result in bad load distribution when the data
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is skewed. As shown in Figure 3.15(b), 65% of data are indexed by only 5% of
nodes, the load distribution among nodes is severely unbalanced. Both MURK
and SkipIndex improve on CAN by splitting the space by load. The difference is,
in MURK, the dimensions are used cyclically in splitting, while in SkipIndex, the
dimension with the maximum span is chosen as the splitting dimension. However,
from the figure, we do not observe much difference in balancing the load between
them. ZNet can achieve better load balancing than MURK and SkipIndex at load
join. The tradeoff is that results for a query may be stored in more nodes.
ZNet can handle run-time load balancing well, by passing some zones to its
close neighbors, or selecting a lightly loaded node to leave and rejoin the network.
To evaluate the efficiency of our dynamic load balancing algorithm, we measure the
number of rounds needed for estimating the average system load L and balancing
the load at runtime, by assigning load to each node, which follows a Zipf-like
distribution x−α. To estimate L, in each round, each node interacts with a few
randomly chosen neighbors and refines its estimation about L (the initial value for
L at each node is the node’s local load). To balance the load, in each round, a
lightly loaded node averages its load with its close neighbors, and a heavily loaded
node tries to find a lightly loaded node and transfers some of its load to the node,
as described in Section 3.3.
Figure 3.16 shows the number of rounds required for the whole network to
get an estimation of L with the maximum deviation from L less than 2.5% of
L (in fact this estimation is exact enough. Usually, only a rough estimation is
needed). From the figure, we can see that, the estimation converges quickly even
for a large-scale system where the load distribution is very skewed. Suppose there
is a 50 ms delay between nodes, the time for each round is then 50 ms (each node



















Figure 3.16: Convergence of average load estimation






















Figure 3.17: Convergence of load balance at runtime
Figure 3.17 shows the number of rounds required to achieve load balance. We
consider a system load-balanced if load at each node is between (1 − δ)L and
(1 + δ)L, where 0 < δ < 1. As shown from the figure, more rounds are needed for
smaller δ, and in general more rounds are needed for more skewed load distribution
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(the variation is due to the randomness in load generation). Similarly, suppose 50
ms delay between nodes, the time for each round is 50 * (1 + logN + (1 + logN)),
where the first term in parentheses is the number of hops for a node to probe its
close neighbors; the second term is the number of hops for a heavily node to find a
lightly loaded node; and the third term is the number of hops for a lightly node to
leave and rejoin the network. For a 6000-node network, the time to achieve load
balance is less than 30 * 50 * 10 ms, or 15 seconds, when δ and α are 0.4 and 1.0
respectively.
Search Performance
Among the proposals being compared, SCRAP, Squid, and ZNet all use SFCs, and
they can employ one-way or two-way search strategies for range search; MURK
and SkipIndex use k-d trees, and they can employ multicasting for range search.
In this part, we evaluate the performance of these search strategies in different
proposals. For clarity, we only give results of one-way/two-way search in ZNet,
and multicasting in SkipIndex. The performance of one-way search in Squid has
similar trends to the performance of one-way search in ZNet, and the na¨ıve strategy
incurs much more cost than other strategies.
We measure search cost in terms of the total number of messages exchanged for
resolving a query. Queries are generated according to the data distribution in the
space, that is, more queries are generated which cover areas where data are more
dense. In the experiments, results are averaged over 200 queries, each with a fixed
query window size, and initiated from 100 random nodes in the network.
Figure 3.18 gives the results and shows the effect of network size, dimensionality
and query window size on the search cost respectively in (a), (b), and (c). In (a),























































Figure 3.18: Range search cost
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more nodes are clustered in the dense area. In (b), the query selectivity is fixed
for all dimensionalities. As query window size for the same selectivity increases
rapidly with higher dimensionality, the search cost increases quickly. In (c), as
query window size increases, more nodes’ spaces overlap with the query range, thus
incurring much search cost. In all the experiments, range search in SkipIndex incurs
much more cost than in ZNet. This is mainly because, a node in SkipIndex may be
revisited many times during query resolving for routing a query to remote regions
for further processing, since the multicasting strategy employed by SkipIndex does
not impose the direction on query routing. For one-way and two-way search in
ZNet, the two-way strategy is consistently better than the one-way strategy, though
not significantly.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have addressed the problem of processing range queries on multi-
dimensional data in P2P environments. We have proposed a load-balanced P2P
system, ZNet, which efficiently supports range searches on multi-dimensional data
space. We have conducted an extensive performance study comparing ZNet against
several existing proposals with similar features. Our results showed that ZNet
can achieve good load-balancing, efficient query processing at low maintenance
overhead, while other proposals typically fail in one or two of these aspects.
One natural extension of range search support in ZNet is to support similarity
searches: given a key, we want to get its k-nearest neighbors in the space. Suppose
node A’s space covers the key. After the search request reaches A, A does a local
search and decides an initial candidate set of k-nearest neighbors. Then, A searches
its nearby nodes based on the range search algorithms in Section 3.2. The initial
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search range is determined by setting the search radius to be the distance of the
kth nearest neighbor to the key (in case less k results are generated from the
local search, the initial search range is set to be the whole space). There are two
queues maintained during the search, Candidate Queue (CQ) for the candidates of
k-nearest neighbors, and Probed Queue (PQ) for the peers searched before. Before
forwarding the search request to a peer whose space overlaps with the search range,
PQ is first checked to see whether the node was probed before; if not, the request
is forwarded, and PQ, CQ, and the search radius are updated based on the local
search in the peer.
Though it is easy to extend ZNet for similarity searches, the searches are not
efficient, as there is no mechanism to ensure most relevant nodes to be searched
as early as possible (nearby nodes are always searched in a certain sequence due
to the one-way or two-way manner in range searches). To address this, in the
next two chapters, we introduce two complemental frameworks, SummaryIndex
and RPCluster, which are designed especially for supporting efficient similarity
searches in P2P networks.
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CHAPTER 4
SummaryIndex: Hierarchical indexing for
Similarity Search
We have shown in the previous chapter how range search can be supported
efficiently in P2P networks. In this chapter, we address another problem of P2P
search: similarity search.
Similarity search is common in many real-life applications. For example, in In-
formation Retrieval, a user typically wants to retrieve documents or objects, which
are most relevant or similar to his queries or query examples. To support such
search efficiently in P2P networks, in this chapter, we propose a general and exten-
sible framework, SummaryIndex. The novelty of our framework is that, it employs a
hierarchial summarization and indexing structure corresponding to the hierarchical
structure of super-peer networks, which facilitates similarity search by summarizing
and indexing all information within the network at different granularity levels.
Further, based on the framework, we develop our content-based document re-
trieval system, which leverages the state-of-the-art IR techniques such as Vector
Space Model (VSM) [88] and Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [61], and indexing
techniques such as VA-file [87]. Given a query, which may be a phrase, a statement
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or even a paragraph, we look for documents that are most relevant to the query.
To evaluate our framework, we conduct an extensive simulation study, and
analyze the effects of various factors involved. Our results show the effectiveness
of our framework.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents our frame-
work for similarity search. Based on the framework, we build our content-based
document retrieval system, which is described at detail in Section 4.2, including
its building process, search process, and maintenance. Section 4.3 provides our
performance study, and Section 4.4 summarizes the chapter.
4.1 A General Summarization and Indexing Frame-
work
In this section, we present our framework for similarity search in P2P networks.
We first describe the super-peer P2P architecture, and then look at how such a
structure can facilitate the design of our hierarchical summarization and indexing
structure.
4.1.1 Super-Peer Networks
Our framework employs super-peer networks as the underlying infrastructures. As
we mentioned earlier in Chaper 1, super-peer networks combine elements of both
centralized and distributed unstructured systems, thus they have the potential
to possess the search efficiency of centralized systems, as well as the robustness
of distributed systems. Our framework fully exploits this potential for efficient
similarity search.




Figure 4.1: A super-peer network
super-peer network: super-peers and their clients (often called peers directly). A
super-peer and its clients is called a cluster, or a peer group. A super-peer acts
both as a server to its clients, and as an equal to other super-peers in the network.
By maintaining an index over its clients’ data, a super-peer can process a query
on its clients’ behalf. A search in a super-peer network is performed as follows.
When a peer (client) wishes to submit a query, it sends the query to its super-peer
only. The super-peer will search its index to see whether there is any result in its
own cluster, meanwhile, it will forward the query to its neighboring super-peers for
further processing. The process is repeated until some criterion is satisfied.
Usually, flooding is the main strategy for query routing among super-peers,
that is, a query is always flooded to all neighbors of a super-peer. Also, the index
maintained by a super-peer is mainly name-based, e.g., only the titles of files owned
by its clients are indexed. As such, traditional super-peer networks cannot deal
well with content-based search. We address this by introducing a hierarchical
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Figure 4.2: Hierarchical Summary Indexing Structure
4.1.2 Hierarchical Summary Indexing Structure
Summarization and indexing are two important steps for efficient search in a P2P
network, especially when there are a large number of peers and the amount of
information shared by each peer is very large. By summarization, large amounts
of information can be represented compactly; by indexing, relevant peers and in-
formation can be located quickly. In our framework, we employ a hierarchical
summarization and indexing structure, which is closely related to the underlying
super-peer network architecture.
We do summarization along three levels. In the lowest level, named as unit
level, an information unit, such as a document or an image, is summarized. In the
second level, named as peer level, all information owned by a peer is summarized.
Finally, in the third level, named as super level, all information contained by a peer
group is summarized. Each level covers wider information scope than its former
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level, while performing coarser summarization. As shown in Figure 4.2, a peer
summary Speer is built on all its unit summaries Sunit, and a group summary Sgroup
is built on all its peer summaries.
Also, Figure 4.2 shows corresponding indexes built on summaries at each level.
There are three kinds of indexes: local index, group index and global index. Each
peer in the network maintains some indexes. As shown in the figure, each peer
maintains a local index for all its Sunit, and each super-peer maintains two addi-
tional kinds of indexes: a group index for all Speer in its group, and a global index
for all Sgroup within its r-neighborhood (a super-peer’s r-neighborhood includes all
super-peers within r hops of itself).
With the above summarization and indexing process, our framework essentially
summarizes and indexes all information within the network at different granularity
levels. Note that the summarization method is domain specific, and all three levels
may use the same or different summarization methods. Generally, there is a tradeoff
between summarization accuracy and the costs of storage and communication. A
higher degree of accuracy requires more information to be retained, thus more
storage and more communication overhead incurred. Also note that there is no
restriction on the index methods to be used and any index method (e.g. hash
table, index trees) can be used. In fact, our framework is general enough to allow
each peer to autonomously deploy their preferred indexes.
Given a query with a time-to-live (TTL), a super-peer S first checks its global
index, decides the most relevant peer groups within its r-neighborhood by compar-
ing group summaries with the query. Meanwhile, super-peers that are located at r
hops away are probed with TTL decreased by r, and the most relevant peer groups
within their neighborhoods are returned to S. The process is repeated until TTL
is equal to or smaller than r. If S’s peer group is among the most relevant peer
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groups, S will check its group index, decide which peers within its group are the
most relevant, and forward the query to these peers, which will in turn check their
local index to decide the relevant information.
In summary, with the hierarchical summarization and indexing structure, search
in our framework becomes more guided: first, the most relevant peer groups are
decided, then the most relevant peers, and finally, the most relevant information
units. Of course, the search performance of a system built on the framework largely
depends on how it is implemented. In the next section, we will describe our content-
based document retrieval system in detail.
4.2 A Content-based Document Retrieval Sys-
tem
Suppose there are a large number of peers in the network, and each peer contains a
large number of documents, what we want to achieve is to retrieve the most relevant
documents as quickly as possible, given a semantic query, such as a sentence. Built
on the above framework, the system first needs to consider how documents can
be effectively summarized, then how summaries can be efficiently indexed and
maintained.
4.2.1 Summarization
Our summarization uses extensions to Vector Space Model (VSM) [88] and Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) [61]. VSM represents documents and queries as vectors
of weighted term frequencies. Three factors may be considered in term weighting,
i.e., the term frequency (TF), the inverse document frequency (IDF), and the nor-
malization factor. TF represents how frequently a term appears in a document,
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IDF represents how frequently the term also appears in other documents, and the
normalization factor is used to reduce the side-effect of different document sizes on
weights. Term weights are usually calculated by TF × IDF scheme, which consid-
ers a term important only if it can differentiate a document from others. During
retrieval, documents are ranked according to their similarities to the query, and the
similarity between a document d and a query q is typically measured by the inner
product of their vectors (both are normalized):
sim(d, q) =
∑
di ∗ qi (4.1)
LSI has been proposed to overcome synonymy, polysemy, and noise problems in
information retrieval, which intends to discover the underlying semantic correlation
among documents. The key insight is that instead of retrieving documents by terms,
documents can be retrieved based on concepts. A technique known as Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to create this concept space, which has a
dimensionality typically ranging from 50 to 350. Specifically, for a term-document
matrix A with rank r (each column of A is a document’s term vector represented by
VSM), SVD decomposes it into the product of three matrices, A = UΣV T , where
U = (u1, ..., um) ∈ Rm∗r, Σ = diag(σ1, ..., σr) ∈ Rr∗r, and V = (v1, ..., vr) ∈ Rn∗r.
σi’s are A’s singular values, and σ1 ≥ σ2... ≥ σr. By considering only the first




where Uk = (u1, ..., uk), Σk = diag(σ1, ..., σk), and Vk = (v1, ..., vk). And each
document (or query) can then be mapped into the k-dimensional space by
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d̂ = UTk d (4.3)
Building hierarchical summaries
1. for each peer
2. for each document
3. Generate its term vector Vd
4. Generate its semantic vector Sunit by SVD
5. Form peer vector Vp by Vds
6. Pass Vp to its super peer
7. for each super-peer
8. for each peer in the group
9. Generate its semantic vector Speer by SVD
10. Form group vector Vg by Vps
11. Pass Vg to other super-peers
12. for each super-peer in the neighborhood
13. Generate its semantic vector Sgroup by SVD
14. Form neighborhood vector Vn by Vgs
Figure 4.3: The whole summarization process.
The summarization is done along three levels, i.e., unit level, peer level and super
level. At unit level, we first represent each document as a term vector normalized
to unit length, Vd. This summarization step involves stemming words, removing
stop words and highly frequent words, and computing term weights by TF × IDF
scheme. Then we apply SVD to map each term vector to a semantic vector using
equation 4.2. By this summarization step, a very high-dimensional term space
(which has a dimensionality of thousands) is reduced to a much smaller semantic
or concept space (which has a dimensionality less than 350). With these two steps,
we get each document’s summary Sunit.
At peer level, we first generate a peer’s vector Vp (called peer vector) by nor-
malizing the sum of all term vectors of the peer’s documents. Note that we derive a
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Id Documents
d111 Monitoring XML Data on the Web
d211 Approximate XML Joins
d321 Outlier Detection for High Dimensional Data
d421 High Dimensional Indexing using Sampling
d532 Document clustering with committees
d632 Document clustering with cluster refinement
d742 Title language model for information retrieval
d842 Document summarization in information retrieval
Table 4.1: Documents in a small P2P network
peer’s vector from its documents’ term vectors, rather than their semantic vectors,
in order to reduce information loss from summarization. Then we apply SVD to
map each peer vector to a semantic vector. Thus we get each peer’s summary Speer.
Group vector Vg and summaries Sgroup can be generated similarly as peer vectors
and summaries, and neighborhood vector Vn is generated based on group vectors
within the neighborhood. Figure 4.3 shows the whole summarization process in a
network, where lines 1-6 denote the operations performed by each peer, and lines
8-13 denote the operations performed by each super-peer.
Example 1 (An Example of Hierarchical Summary Building) Table 4.1 pro-
vides a small P2P network with eight documents, dimn represents the i
th document
in the mth peer of the nth group. The process of summary building is depicted in
Figure 4.4, where the summary dimensionality at each level is reduced to 2. For
simplicity, the weight of a term is represented by its frequency only. By SVD, each
document’s Vd is mapped into a 2-dimensional semantic space, and all term vec-
tors of documents Vds (excluding stop words) within a peer form the peer vector





uments are merged to form its Vp of (data 1, join 1, monitor 1, XML 2, web 1)
together with term weights, where the dimensionality of Vp is 5. Based on Vp, both






































































































Figure 4.4: An example of hierarchical summary building.
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respectively, which are in turn reduced into a much lower 2-dimensional document
summaries by SVD. Similarly, to generate peer summaries, Vps within a group are
first combined to form the group vector Vg. Based on Vg, each Vp is mapped into
Vg’s space and then reduced into a 2-dimensional peer summary by SVD. The same
process is applied to generate a group summary. In this simple example, we just
assume the information about all terms and their frequencies at one level (e.g.,
peer level) is transferred to the next higher level in the summarization hierarchy
(e.g., super level). In real implementation, however, only the information about
important terms (e.g., terms with larger term weights) is transferred.
4.2.2 Indexing
In the last section, we have looked at how we do summarization for documents. In
this section, we discuss how summaries can be efficiently kept. We build indexes
for summaries: for unit summaries, we build a local index at each peer; for peer
summaries and r-neighborhood group summaries, we build a group index and a
global index at each super-peer respectively. If the number of summaries is not
large, it may be enough to sequentially scan the summaries without affecting query
response time. However, as our system considers document retrieval in a large scale
P2P system, where each peer may contain a large number of documents, it may
become prevalently important to do efficient indexing, especially for documents
at each peer. We extend the existing high-dimensional indexing technique - VA-
file (Vector Approximation file)[87] for our purpose, based on the following two
considerations:
• VA-file outperforms sequential scan in high-dimensional spaces while other
indexing techniques fail.
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• VA-file is more appropriate for dynamic P2P environments where peers join
and leave frequently, as it is extremely computationally efficient for insertion.
It is a flat structure, and when a new point is to be inserted, it can be simply
appended to the file without any other cost.
VA-file represents the original data points by much smaller vectors. It represents
each dimension by b bits, where each dimension’s range is equally divided into 2b
intervals. By sequentially scanning the VA-file of a dataset, VA-file can filter most
of the data points and return a small number of candidates for data access. To
perform filtering, lower and upper bounds on the distance from the query to the
data points have to be computed. KNN search is performed in two phases. First,
the VA-file is sequentially scanned to filter the false ‘positive’. As each VA file is
processed, if its lower bound is greater than the current Kth smallest upper bound,
then it is filtered; otherwise it is added into the candidate list and the K smallest
upper bounds are updated. In the second step, candidates are randomly accessed
in ascending order of lower bounds until the lower bound of the next candidate is
greater than the Kth smallest distance.
VA-file was proposed to search nearest neighbors with smallest Lp distance,
however, in document retrieval, the relevance between a document and a query is
usually measured using equation 4.1. Consequently, the nearest neighbor refers to
the point with the largest similarity value. VA-file is not designed for such similarity
matric, thus we need to extend it to use similarity metric for KNN search.
The key of effective pruning in VA-file is the computation of lower and upper
bounds. The point satisfying the condition of its lower bound greater than the
Kth smallest upper bound can be safely pruned. By using the similarity metric,
the computation of lower and upper bounds is done as follows. Assume at the ith
dimension, the values of qi and di are mapped into the x
th and yth intervals. Then
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v[y−1]v[x−1]
upper bound = v[x]*v[y]





Figure 4.5: An example of lower and upper bounds computation for one dimension.




are computed as below:

similb(q, d) = v[x− 1] ∗ v[y − 1]
simiub(q, d) = v[x] ∗ v[y]
where v[x] is the maximal value in interval x. Figure 4.5 shows an example for one
dimension’s lower bound and upper bound computation.
Hence the overall lower and upper bounds on the full dimensions is the sum of
similb and sim
i
ub for all i. Correspondingly, the pruning criterion has to change.
For such similarity metric, the point satisfying the condition that its upper bound
is less than the Kth largest lower bound can be safely pruned. In the second step of
the search, candidates are randomly accessed in descending order of upper bounds
until the upper bound of the next candidate is less than the Kth largest similarity.
4.2.3 Similarity Search
Having discussed how summaries and indexes are constructed, we are now ready to
look at how similarity search can be supported efficiently in our system, by means














Figure 4.6: The search process.
Figure 4.6 depicts how a search is performed in a P2P network. In the figure,
lines with solid arrow heads represent the path along which the search request is
forwarded, while lines with hollow arrow heads represent the path along which
results are returned.
When a peer wants to submit a query to the network, it sends the query to its
super-peer S. SupposeKtopG most relevant peer groups are desired. At S, the query
is first mapped into the neighborhood space using equation 4.3, followed by a KNN
search in the global VA-file. Then the query is forwarded to super-peers at r hops
away from S with TTL decreased by r (r is the neighborhood radius, a system
variable fixed at the outset), which will in turn search their global indexes and
return KtopG most relevant peer groups to S respectively. The process is repeated
until TTL is equal to or less than r. By this way, S can decide KtopG most relevant
groups within TTL from itself.
At each super-peer among KtopG most relevant groups, the query is similarly
mapped into the group space, followed by a KNN search in the group VA-file. Then
the query is forwarded to KtopP most relevant peers.
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When the query finally reaches a peer, it is mapped into the peer space, followed
by a KNN search in the local VA-file. Then KtopD most relevant documents are
returned to the query initiator.
The above search process will return at most KtopG ∗ KtopP ∗ KtopD relevant
documents to the query initiator all together. In fact, this number can be reduced
further without compromising result quality, if each super-peer among KtopG most




One main cost of our system is the summarization cost. Though SVD used by
LSI is effective in creating a lower-dimensional concept space, it is very compute-
intensive, which has time complexity O(m ∗ n ∗ c) [61], where m is the number of
rows (or terms), n is the number of columns (or documents), and c is the number of
nonzero elements, of the term-document matrix where each element is the weight
of a term in a document.
To reduce the summarization cost, we employ the following two strategies:
• Sampling: we use simple random sampling, and include only the sampled
documents rather than all documents in the term-document matrix which is
used as the input for SVD.
• Term selection: we compute the aggregate weight for each term in a term-
document matrix, and a term is kept in the matrix only if it is among the
top Kterm terms with the largest aggregate weight.
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With these two strategies, the summarization cost can be reduced: by sampling,
the number of columns of a term-document matrix is reduced; by term selection,
the number of rows is reduced; also, both lead to the reduction of the number of
nonzero elements. We evaluate both strategies in the performance study, and our
results show that both are effective in the cost reduction without compromising the
search results.
Maintenance cost
Another main cost of our system is index maintenance cost. If a peer changes
its shared information, its peer summary and the summary for its group may be
affected, and thus the corresponding group index and global index may need to be
updated; if a peer joins or leaves the network, the corresponding group index needs
to be updated by inserting or deleting the peer summary, and the corresponding
global index may need to be updated to reflect the changes on the group summary.
We need a way to decide when it is appropriate to update indexes. If indexes are
always kept up-to-date, much overhead will be incurred. On the other hand, if
indexes are too out-of-date, result quality will be compromised.
We introduce a parameter called Accumulated Information Ratio (AIR) to help
to reach a good tradeoff between maintenance overhead and result quality. For
example, when a peer joins a group, it sends its peer vector to its super-peer, and
the super-peer will compute its group AIR value as follows:







Where Vg,c and Vg,f are the current and future group vectors respectively, and d
is the dimensionality of Vg,f . If the AIR value is less than a certain threshold
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When a peer joins
1. Build peer’s local index
2. Pass peer’s Vp to its super peer
3. if AIRgroup > θgroup
4. Re-build and index peer summaries within the group
5. Update the group’s Vg
6. Broadcast Vg within r-neighborhood
7. for each super-peer within the neighborhood
8. if AIRglobal > θglobal
9. Re-build and index group summaries within the neighborhood
10. else
11. Update the global index
12. else
13. Generate the peer’s summary Speer
14. Insert the summary into the group index
Figure 4.7: The maintenance process caused by peer join.
θgroup, the peer vector will be mapped into the current group vector Vg,c’s space,
and meanwhile inserted into the group index. Otherwise, all other peer summaries
(within the group) need to be re-mapped into the new space of Vg,f and the group
index reconstructed. At the same time, Vg,f is broadcast to all super-peers within
r-neighborhood, and the corresponding global indexes may need to be updated.
Figure 4.7 shows the pseudo-code of the above maintenance process caused by
peer join. Other cases can be dealt with as well. The threshold on AIR ensures
that summaries are broadcast and/or indexing are re-built only when there are
significant changes on documents or the network. Since insertion operations to
VA-file take constant cost only, peer join can be handled relatively well.
4.2.5 Comparison With Other Systems
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, [46] is most similar to our system, where sev-
eral methods (“CBLNS-F+CBDR”, “CBLNS-P+CBDR”, “CBLNS-F+ CBDNS+
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CBDR”, and “CBLNS-P+CBDNS+CBDR”) were proposed for content-based re-
trieval in super-peer networks. In this part, we make a comparison of them.
The main differences between techniques proposed in [46], and our document
retrieval system, are in the following aspects:
• Document summarization. In [46], two information summarization strate-
gies are described: CBLNS-F and CBLNS-P. By CBLNS-F, all unique terms
and their frequencies in peers’ documents are maintained; by CBLNS-P, only
the unique terms that occur more than once in peers’ documents and their
frequencies are maintained. Though CBLNS-P reduces storage costs at super-
peers, the storage overhead is still much more than in our system, as the num-
ber of terms in a document is usually of tens of thousands. In our system,
we use LSI to greatly reduce this number.
• Document retrieval. In [46], Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence [89] is used
for resource selection and document retrieval in CBDNS, CBLNS, and CBDR,
while in our system, we use LSI. Though it is possible to compare these two
different IR techniques in their retrieval performances in our performance
study, we argue that it may make more sense to do the following comparison:
when SVD is used, a lot of information may be lost, we want to look at how
this information loss affects retrieval performance.
• Query processing. In [46], to avoid flooding at the super-peer level while
not degrading the retrieval accuracy much, CBDNS is used for peer group
selection, where a super-peer learns contents of other peer groups by record-
ing the query terms of past queries that the neighboring peer groups have
responded to. In our system, we depend on global indexes for peer group
selection. Note that we can use CBDNS in our system for neighborhood con-
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struction to facilitate query processing, however, it may not be easy for [46]
to employ our strategy, as a peer group may contain many peers and thus its
resource description (terms and the corresponding frequencies) may be very
large for index construction and maintenance, even when CBLNS-P is used
to prune single-occurrence terms. Our system has no such problem as we
represent all information in a peer group, all information in a peer, and all
information in a document succinctly by semantic vectors which only include
important concepts.
4.3 Performance Study
In this section, we evaluate our document retrieval system via extensive simulations,
and present the experimental results.
4.3.1 Experimental Setup
We extract documents from AP Newswire documents in TREC [85] CDs 1 and 2
(TREC-1,2-AP). Each document has an author field and a text field, and docu-
ments that do not have valid author field are excluded. We deem that each author
corresponds to a peer in a super-peer network, and his associated documents corre-
spond to the documents maintained by the peer. This results in 78,604 documents
distributed over 1,759 peers.
For each document, we derive its document summary from the text field as
follows: first we use Porter Stemmer [63] and MC toolkit [54] to get its term
vector (the SMART [13] stop word list is used to remove stop words), then we use
SVDPACK [81] to transform the term vector to the semantic vector. By default,
we only index terms which appear in at least 10 documents, and as a result 28,750
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Min Avg Max
Number of peers in a group 1 11.7 77
Number of documents in a peer 1 44.7 697
Table 4.2: The summary statistics of the data in the network.
terms are indexed (we also did some experiments when indexing terms which can
appear in lesser documents, and found there is no much difference in the search
performance for the tested queries. By limiting the number of documents a term
must appear in order to appear in the term-vector matrix, we can reduce the
summarization time). Also, we use 120 for the default dimensionality of the mapped
semantic space. To derive peer summaries and further group summaries, we make
a simplification: each peer gets its peer summary by normalizing the sum of its
document summaries, and each super-peer gets its group summary by normalizing
the sum of its peer summaries. Note that this simplification may somewhat affect
the retrieval effectiveness at higher levels, however, as we shall present below, the
search performance of our system with such simplification is still good enough. Peer
groups are formed by peers according to their peer summaries using a hierarchical
version of spherical k-means [20]. By default, there are 150 peer groups in the
network. Table 4.2 gives the summary statistics of the data in the system.
Each query in TREC datasets has three fields: title, description, and narrative.
By default, we use the title field only. The title fields from TREC-3 ad hoc topics
(151-200) are used as queries, and query vectors are derived after stemming and re-
moving stop words. On average, a query contains 4.36 terms and has 59.66 relevant
documents (those documents that do not appear in the 78,604 valid documents are
removed).
Table 4.3 summarizes all parameters used in the experiments (most are self-
explanatory). We use two different network topologies for the organization of super-
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Network Type Topology of network, with avg. outdegree 3.1
TTL Time-To-Live for a query at super level
r Radius of a super-peer’s neighborhood
PtopG Percentage of the most relevant peer groups searched within
neighborhood or TTL
PtopP Percentage of the most relevant peers searched in each group
PtopD Percentage of the most relevant documents returned at each
peer
M Number of peer groups in the network
Lquery Query length
Dim Dimensionality of the mapped space by SVD
PsampledD Percentage of documents sampled
Kterm Number of terms selected
Table 4.3: Parameters used in the experiments.
peers: uniform and power-law. Power-law networks are generated based on the
PLOD algorithm in [60]. By default, we use the power-law topology. Also, to
decide the number of peer groups, the number of peers in each group, and the
number of documents in each peer to be searched or returned, we use PtopG, PtopP ,
and PtopD, rather than KtopG, KtopP , and KtopD as used in Section 4.2, mainly due
to convenience (different peer groups may include different number of peers, and
different peers may include different number of documents). Though the network
for our evaluation is not large enough, we do not consider this has much effect on
what we want to measure and compare next.
To evaluate the performance, we use the following metrics: (1) Recall. The
percentage of retrieved relevant documents among all relevant documents in the
network. (2) Percentage of visited peers. The percentage of peers visited during a
retrieval. (3) Number of messages. The number of messages sent during a retrieval.
(4) Recall / Percentage of visited peers (R/VP). The ratio between Recall and
Percentage of visited peers. We use this metric as both Recall and Percentage of
visited peers alone cannot reflect the overall search performance. A system is more
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desirable if more relevant documents can be retrieved with fewer peers visited. Note
that here we do not consider Precision, which is usually measured in traditional
information retrieval and defined as the percentage of retrieved relevant documents
among all retrieved documents, due to the following two reasons: first, precisions of
different strategies are not comparable in our experiments, as different total number
of documents may be retrieved with different strategies for a certain PtopG, PtopP ,
and PtopD. Second, given a certain recall, in distributed environments, we are more
interested in how many peers need to be visited than how many documents need
to be retrieved to get a certain number of relevant documents.
4.3.2 Search performance
we evaluate the search performance of our system on both network topologies,
PLOD (power-law based on the PLOD algorithm), and uniform, by comparing
two summarization strategies: S-VSM and S-SVD. By S-VSM, we mean that a
document’s summary is its term vector, a peer’s summary is derived by normalizing
the sum of all document summaries in the peer, which is in fact the peer vector Vp
described in Section 4.2, and a group’s summary is derived by normalizing the sum
of all peer summaries in the group, which is in fact the group vector Vg described
in Section 4.2. In other words, there is no dimensionality reduction in the vector
space with the S-VSM strategy. This strategy bears some similarity to CBLNS
in [46], in that both use unique terms in a peer’s documents as a peer’s information
summary. By S-SVD, we mean that a document’s summary, a peer’s summary,
and a group’s summary are gotten by SVD as described in the experimental setup
part. Apparently, a lot of information is lost when summarization is done with the
S-SVD strategy than with the S-VSM strategy.
As various parameters are involved in the evaluation, in the following, we an-
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alyze the effect of one parameter on the search performance by holding all other
parameters fixed.
The effect of TTL or r. In this set of experiments, we set PtopG = PtopP =
PtopD = 100%, i.e., all documents of all peers of all peer groups that a peer can
reach are retrieved. As such, there is no difference between S-SVD and S-VSM in
the search performance. Also, for each query, we run 50 iterations; and for each
iteration, we initiate the query from a randomly selected peer. Results are averaged
over all iterations of all queries. Figure 4.8 shows the results, where two extreme
cases about the relationship between TTL and r are given: (1) r varies when
TTL = 0, and (2) TTL varies when r = 0. In the first case, the search performance
is fully decided by r. As r increases, a super-peer’s neighborhood covers more peer
groups, and thus both recall and the number of visited peers increase. In the second
case, a super-peer’s neighborhood only includes itself, and the search performance
is fully decided by TTL. As TTL increases, more peer groups can be reached, and
thus both recall and the number of visited peers increase. In other cases, i.e., both
TTL and r are nonzeros, the larger r, the better search performance. However,
larger r will incur more index maintenance cost; on the other hand, smaller r will
incur more bandwidth cost, as more messages are sent among peer groups when
searching( Figure 4.8(c) shows the effect of TTL on the number of messages in an
extreme case where r = 0). Thus, there is a tradeoff in the selection of r w.r.t
TTL.
Also, from the figure we can see that, the search performance is affected by the
network topology. A system with the PLOD topology has a higher recall but has
more peers visited, and a system with the uniform topology has fewer peers visited
but has a lower recall, for a certain TTL or r. This is mainly because different





































































(c) r = 0
Figure 4.8: The effect of TTL or r
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TTL or r is needed for the uniform topology to achieve the same coverage for the
PLOD topology).
The values of TTL and r are not important for the comparison of S-VSM and
S-SVD, as they have the same effect on the system retrieval performance with both
summarization strategies. As such, in the following experiments, we set TTL or
r to a value such that all peer groups can be reached (in our experiments, the
maximum distance between any two peer groups with the PLOD topology is 11
hops, and the maximum distance with the uniform topology is 12 hops). Also, as
similar trends can be observed with both the PLOD and the uniform topologies,
in the following, we report results with the PLOD topology only.
The effect of PtopG, PtopP , and PtopD. Different summarization strategies may
result in differences in the decision about which peer groups in a network, which
peers in a peer group, and which documents in a peer are regarded as the most
relevant to a query, and thus result in differences in the search performance, given
a certain PtopG, a certain PtopP , and a certain PtopD. To compare the search perfor-
mance with S-VSM and S-SVD, in this part, we conduct a set of experiments.
First, we compare the search performance with S-VSM and S-SVD at the super
level by varying PtopG. Given a certain PtopG, we evaluate the quality of the peer
groups to be searched with each summarization strategy. Figure 4.9 gives the
results, where (a) shows Recall/Percentage of visited peers (R/VP) against PtopG;
and (b) shows the recall against the percentage of visited peers. We suppose all
documents of all peers in a searched peer group are retrieved. As different sets of
peer groups may be searched when different summarization strategies are employed,
and different number of peers may be visited (different peer groups may contain
different number of peers), the metric R/VP is better to reflect the overall search

















































Figure 4.9: Search performance at the super level
is better than with S-VSM at the super level. Though for a certain PtopG, a little
higher recall can be achieved when S-VSM is employed, more peers need to be
visited.
Next, we compare the search performance with S-VSM and S-SVD at the peer
level by varying PtopP . For fair comparison, we suppose the same peer groups
are searched with both strategies. Specifically, in this experiment, we fix PtopG to















































Figure 4.10: Search performance at the peer level
all documents in a visited peer are retrieved. Figure 4.10 shows the results. As
shown in the figure, S-VSM can result in better search performance than S-SVD at
the peer level. This is mainly because, though the dimensions used in a semantic
vector by SVD are enough to identify good peer groups, they are not enough
to identify good peers in a peer group. SVD sorts elements in semantic vectors
by decreasing importance, and usually the low-dimensional elements can capture
the main features of a dataset, thus peer groups can be differentiated with a low
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dimensionality. However, peers within a peer group are relatively similar, and thus
more dimensions are needed to capture the subtle difference among these peers.
Recall that the default dimensionality of a semantic vector is 120, while the default































Figure 4.11: Search performance at the unit level
Finally, we compare the search performance with S-VSM and S-SVD at the unit
level by varying PtopD. Similarly, we suppose the same peer groups and the same
peers in these groups are searched with both strategies. We fix PtopG and PtopP to
30% and 60% respectively. Figure 4.11 shows R/VP against PtopD. As the number
of visited peers is fixed, the recall increases with more documents retrieved, and thus
the overall search performance increases. The difference in the search performance
between S-VSM and S-SVD at the unit level is much less, as compared to the one
at the peer level, due to the following possible reason: most documents in a peer are
relevant to a given query, also, the dimensionality for S-SVD is enough to identify
these relevant documents, thus which document is selected first has little effect on
the search performance.
From the above experiments, we can see that, the only problem with a system
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which uses LSI (SVD) for similarity search (based on our framework) is that, it
is less effective in identifying the most relevant peers in a peer group. There are
two possible solutions for this: one is increasing the dimensionality of the mapped
semantic space. As shown in the later experiments, larger dimensionality can im-
prove the search performance. The other is combining LSI with other IR techniques.
Tang and et al. [83] have proved the effectiveness of this solution in their work on
pSearch by combining LSI with Okapi [68]. We leave it as future work to investigate




























Figure 4.12: The effect of the number of peer groups
The effect of M. To evaluate the effect of the number of peer groups, M , on the
search performance, we fix PtopG, PtopP , PtopD, and vary M . In the experiment, we
set PtopG, PtopP , and PtopD to 30%, 100%, and 100% respectively, and vary M from
50 to 250. The result is shown in Figure 4.12. The search performance with S-
SVD is consistently better than with S-VSM, and also, in general, the performance
improves with larger M . As M increases, each peer group become smaller and
more focussed, thus resulting in better search performance.
The effect of Lquery. The search performance may be affected by the query
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(a) The super level
(b) The peer level
(c) The unit level
Figure 4.13: The effect of query length
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length. Figure 4.13 gives the results when different lengths of queries are considered,
where “title” denotes that only the title field of a TREC query is used to extract
the corresponding query vector; “title+desc” denotes that both the title field and
the description field are used; and “all” denotes that all fields, title, description,
and narrative, are used. On average, a query with “title”, “title+desc”, and “all”
contain 4.36, 16.62, and 59.18 terms respectively. We evaluate the effect of different
query lengths on the search performance at all three levels. The configurations for
PtopG, PtopP , and PtopD are different at different levels: at the super level, they are
set to 30%, 100%, and 100% respectively; at the peer level, they are set to 30%,
60%, and 100% respectively; and at the unit level, they are set to 30%, 60%, and
50% respectively. And also, at the peer level, we suppose that the same peer groups
are searched, and at the unit level, we suppose that the same peers are searched. As
shown in the figure, the query length has more effect on the search performance at
the unit level with different summarization strategies than at the other two levels.
For queries with title fields only, the search performance with S-SVD is nearly the
same as with S-VSM. However, they become different for queries with description
or narrative fields, and the performance with S-VSM becomes better than with
S-SVD . This is possibly because of the following two reasons: important terms
which are newly introduced from description or narrative fields may, in fact, not be
considered in the query semantic vector, due to the low dimensionality used for the
semantic space; or unimportant terms which are newly introduced from description
or narrative fields may, in fact, introduce noises in similarity searches.
The effect of Dim. To study the dimensionality of the mapped semantic space
by SVD on the search performance with S-SVD, in this experiment, we vary the
dimensionality of a semantic vector from 20 to 140, while keeping the dimension-
ality of a term vector the same. Figure 4.14 shows the results, where the same
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(a) The super level
(b) The peer level
(c) The unit level
Figure 4.14: The effect of dimensionality by SVD
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configurations are used as in Figure 4.13. We observe that, at both the unit and
the peer levels, the difference in the search performance between S-SVD and S-
VSM, in general, becomes less as the dimensionality increases (at the unit level,
the search performance with S-SVD is nearly the same as with S-VSM when the
dimensionality is large than or equal to 80). At the super level, the effect of the
dimensionality on the search performance with S-SVD is not apparent, mainly be-
cause a low dimensionality is enough for identifying the most relevant peer groups
to a query. The performance with S-SVD when the dimensionality is 60 is a little
exceptional to the above, especially at the unit level, which we attribute to noise.
Also note that, though we keep the dimensionality used in S-VSM the same, the
performance with S-VSM at both the peer and the unit levels varies with the di-
mensionality of the semantic space, this is mainly because we always assume that
the same peer groups are searched at the peer level and the same peers are searched
at the unit level for fair comparison.
4.3.3 Cost Analysis
There are three main kinds of costs in the system: storage overhead, aggregate
bandwidth, and aggregate processing cost.
Storage overhead. The storage overhead consists of two parts: storage overhead
for each peer, and storage overhead for each super-peer. At each peer, the following
data need to be stored: document summaries, the local index built on the sum-
maries, the current and future peer vector (for updating purpose), together with
the SVD’s Singular Vectors. Hence the Storage Overhead (SO) at each peer should
be:
SOpeer = 4 ∗D(Sunit) ∗Ndoc + Ilocal + 8 ∗D(Vp) + 16 ∗D(Sunit) ∗D(Vp)
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where D(Sunit) is the dimensionality of document summaries (Sunit), Ndoc is the
number of documents in the peer, Ilocal is the size for local index on document
summaries, and D(Vp) is the dimensionality of the peer vector Vp.
Suppose each dimension is 4-byte long. The first term in the formula accounts
for the size of document summaries. The second term accounts for the size of local
index. If VA-file is used, and each dimension is represented by b bits, then Ilocal is
b
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∗D(Sunit) ∗Ndoc. The third term accounts for the size of the current peer vector
Vp,c and the future peer vectors Vp,f (we assume Vp,c and Vp,f have approximately
the same dimensionality). The fourth term accounts for the size of matrix U which
is used for mapping a query to the reduced semantic space by SVD. Obviously,
when Ndoc is very large, SOpeer ≈ 4 ∗D(Sunit) ∗Ndoc + 16 ∗D(Sunit) ∗D(Vp).
Similarly, we can compute the storage overhead for each super-peer. The fol-
lowing data need to be stored at each super-peer: the peer summaries, the group
index, the current and future group vectors, the group summaries within the neigh-
borhood, the global index, the neighborhood vector, and Singular Vectors at group
level and global level. Hence the total storage overhead is:
SOsuper = 4 ∗D(Speer) ∗Npeer + Igroup + 8 ∗D(Vg) + 16 ∗D(Speer) ∗D(Vg)
+4 ∗D(Sgroup) ∗Nsuper + Iglobal + 8 ∗D(Vn) + 16 ∗D(Sgroup) ∗D(Vn)
where D(Speer) and D(Sgroup) are the dimensionality of a peer summary Speer and
the dimensionality of a group summary Sgroup respectively, Npeer and Nsuper are the
number of peers in the group and the number of super-peers in the neighborhood
respectively, Igroup and Igroup are the size of group index and the size of global index
respectively, and D(Vg) and D(Vn) are the dimensionality of group vector and the
dimensionality of neighborhood vector respectively.
Aggregate bandwidth cost. Three actions may contribute to bandwidth cost:
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peer join/leave, peer update and query.
• Peer join/leave: When a peer joins a group, it sends a join message to its
super-peer, which includes its peer vector. The super-peer recomputes its
group AIG value. If the group AIG value is larger than a certain threshold,
the super-peer will broadcast the new group vector within the neighborhood.
Thus, the bandwidth cost caused by peer join, BWjoin, includes S(join)




S(updategroup) is the message size of updating group vector, r is the neigh-
borhood radius, and N(i) is the number of super-peers at i hops away from
the super-peer which sends the update message. The bandwidth cost caused
by peer leave, BWleave, can be computed similarly.
• Peer update: When a peer updates its documents, the peer’s vector may
change accordingly. Whether the change is sent to the super-peer is decided
by the peer AIG value. If the peer AIG value is larger than a certain threshold,
a new peer vector will be sent to the super-peer, which may cause the group
AIG value exceeds a certain threshold. Thus, the bandwidth cost caused peer
update, BWupdate, includes two possible parts: S(updatepeer) (the message




• Query: When a peer submits a query with TTL L, it sends a query message
to its super-peer, and the bandwidth cost caused by the query, BWquery, in-
cludes the following parts (response message will then travel along the reverse
path of the query): S(query) (the message size of a query), N(Kgroup, L, r) ∗
(S(query)+S(responsegroup))+Kgroup ∗S(query) (the cost of finding Kgroup
most relevant groups within L, where N(Kgroup, L, r) is the number of super-
peers which processes the query, which is related to Kgroup, L, and r (if r = 0,
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then it is KLgroup)), Kgroup ∗Kpeer ∗S(query) (the cost of sending the query to
peers), 3 ∗Kgroup ∗Kpeer ∗Kdoc ∗ S(responsedoc (the cost of returning results
to the query initiator).
The aggregate bandwidth cost includes all the cost of the above actions, with
the consideration of Rquery,join (the query to join ratio), and Rquery,update (the query
to update ratio), i.e.,






Aggregate processing cost. The aggregate processing cost can be analyzed
similarly as the aggregate bandwidth cost, i.e.,
PCaggregate = PCquery +
1
Rquery,join
∗ PCjoin/leave + 1
Rquery,update
∗ PCupdate
where PCquery is the processing cost of transferring a query and its responses at
peers or super-peers, PCjoin/leave is the processing cost of peer join or leave the
network, and PCupdate is the processing cost of updating.
In the above formula, PCquery can be analyzed quite similarly as BWquery. For
PCjoin/leave and PCupdate, The processing cost for summarization and indexing
need to analyzed. For example, when a peer joins the network, its documents are
summarized and indexed. The processing time of generating summaries by SVD
is O(D(Vd ∗ Ndoc ∗ c) (c is the number of nonzeros in the term-document), and
the processing time of building the local index by VA-file is O(Ndoc ∗ D(Sunit)).
As we mentioned earlier, peer join may cause peer summaries to be re-mapped
and the group index to be rebuilt, which may in turn cause group summaries
within a neighborhood to be re-mapped and the global index to be rebuilt. The
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processing cost of generating peer summaries and rebuilding the group index, and
the processing cost of generating group summaries and rebuilding the global index
can be computed similarly. The case for peer update can be dealt with in the
same way. It can be expected that inserting a peer summary into group index
is much more frequent than re-mapping all peer summaries within the group and
rebuilding the group index, which in turn is more frequent than re-mapping all
group summaries within the neighborhood and rebuilding the global index.
Obviously, among the above processing costs, i.e., the processing costs of sum-
mary generation by SVD, and the processing costs of index building/rebuilding, the
processing costs incurred by SVD are the most time consuming. To reduce the cost
of SVD, we can use sampling and term selection techniques which are described
earlier. Next, we will see how these techniques can be used to reduce the costs
while keeping the result quality of a high degree.
4.3.4 Cost Reduction
Two techniques are employed to reduce the SVD cost: sampling and term selection.
We first examine whether these two cost reduction techniques compromise the
search performance much. First, we vary the percentage of sampled documents,
PsampledD, from 5% to 45%, while fixing the number of terms to 4000. In the
experiments, PtopG, PtopP , and PtopD are set to 30%, 100%, and 100% respectively.
As shown in Table 4.4, when much fewer documents are sampled (e.g., 25%), the
search performance deteriorates little, as compared to when all documents are
considered for creating the semantic space by SVD. Note that the fluctuation in
the results is mainly because different sets of terms are chosen for SVD computation
for the sampled documents with different PsampledD. Next, we vary the number of
terms to be kept in a term vector, Kterm, from 2000 to 10000, while fixing PsampledD
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PsampledD Percentage of Recall Recall / Percentage
visited peers of visited peers
5% 37.29% 76.35% 2.047
15% 37.46% 72.32% 1.930
25% 36.78% 75.12% 2.042
35% 36.44% 74.71% 2.050
45% 36.75% 73.01% 1.986
100% 38.12% 80.28% 2.106
Table 4.4: The search performance for different PsampledD.
Kterm Percentage of Recall Recall / Percentage
visited peers of visited peers
2000 36.32% 66.64% 1.835
4000 37.46% 72.32% 1.930
6000 37.89% 73.19% 1.931
8000 38.30% 75.27% 1.965
10000 38.27% 77.88% 2.035
Table 4.5: The search performance for different Kterm.
to 15%. Table 4.5 shows the results. As expected, the search performance improves
when more terms are kept for SVD computation. However, as long as the number
of terms kept equal to or more than 4000, the search performance is still good
enough, as compared to when much more terms are kept for summarization.
Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 report the execution time and memory consumption
of using SVD to map a term vector into a 120-dimensional semantic vector when
varying PsampledD and Kterm respectively. As shown in the figures, both SVD’s
computation cost and memory consumption can be reduced substantially when
less documents are sampled or less terms are kept for summarization. Therefore,
































Figure 4.15: SVD cost for different PsampledD
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have examined the issue of supporting similarity search in P2P
networks. We have proposed a general and extensible framework, SummaryIn-
dex, which facilitates similarity search by employing a hierarchical summarization
and indexing structure corresponding to the hierarchical structure of super-peer
networks. Based on the framework, further, we have developed a content-based





























Figure 4.16: SVD cost for different Kterm
as VSM and LSI, and indexing techniques such as VA-file. We have conducted
an extensive performance study, and our results showed the effectiveness of our
framework for similarity search.
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CHAPTER 5
RPCluster: Dynamic Clustering for
Similarity Search
In the previous chapter, we described SummaryIndex, a framework which facilitates
similarity search in P2P networks by employing a hierarchical summarization and
indexing structure. In this chapter, we introduce another framework, RPCluster,
which addresses the same problem as SummaryIndex (i.e., similarity search in P2P
networks), but focuses on a different aspect.
Different from SummaryIndex, which focuses more on effective information sum-
marization and indexing, RPCluster focuses more on cluster formation. Cluster
formation is an essential step for efficient similarity search in P2P networks. By
clustering peers with similar contents together, relevant information can be re-
trieved nearby. Most previous work performs clustering either in a centralized way,
or in a distributed way. We argue that both ways are not scalable, as central-
ized clustering faces performance bottlenecks, while decentralized clustering incurs
much bandwidth cost. RPCluster, on the other hand, takes a hybrid approach, and
forms clusters dynamically. Moreover, it organizes clusters in a structured way for
efficient cluster formation.
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Based on the framework, the problem of similarity search becomes the problem
of searching for relevant nearby clusters. Given a search request, RPCluster first
routes the request to a relevant cluster, and then searches the cluster’s nearby
clusters to improve search results. Strategies are employed to ensure that most
relevant clusters can be searched as early as possible, thus achieving a certain
result quality with fewer clusters searched.
Besides supporting efficient similarity search, RPCluster possesses additional
desirable properties in its network administration and architecture. For instance, in
RPCluster, each peer maintains its own data, and therefore obtains more autonomy;
also, each peer belongs to a cluster, and thus the network becomes more robust.
To evaluate RPCluster, we have done extensive performance study on both syn-
thetic and real datasets. For synthetic datasets, we examine the effect of different
cluster sizes and data distributions. For real datasets (TREC-1,2-AP), we compare
results of different schemes, and also study the effect of different query lengths and
dimensionalities of the mapped semantic space, as well as the effect of different
cluster sizes. The results show the effectiveness of our framework.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 presents the frame-
work, including how clusters are formed and organized, and how the cluster overlay
is maintained. Section 5.2 describes how similarity search is done, based on the
framework. Section 5.3 reports the results of our performance study, and Section 5.4
summarizes the chapter.
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5.1 A Framework for Clustering Peers with Sim-
ilar Contents
The basic idea is to cluster peers that have similar contents so that relevant informa-
tion can be retrieved around the neighborhood. Though the idea is straightforward,
we need to address the following issues before it can work effectively:
• How a peer’s content is represented? We need a mechanism to char-
acterize a peer’s content. Only after this is it possible to cluster peers with
similar contents.
• How clusters are formed? As more peers join, a cluster may become too
large. We need a mechanism to split a cluster in a way that keeps peers in a
cluster as similar as possible.
• How clusters are organized? The way in which clusters are organized
decides whether a peer can find its cluster quickly, and also, whether a query
can be routed to a relevant cluster efficiently.
• How an overlay with clusters is maintained? An overlay should deal
well with peer join, departure or failure.
In the following subsections, we address each issue in detail.
5.1.1 Representative Points (RPs)
Individuals tend to have certain interests and share data of certain topics. For
example, a researcher may only be interested in papers on computer science while
a doctor may only be interested in medical science papers. The data can there-
fore be associated with some representative points in the data space. We call such
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points that characterize peers’ contents Representative Points – RPs. We do not
place any restriction on the techniques used by peers to summarize data. For In-
formation Retrieval, a peer can derive its RP as follows: First, each document is
represented as a term vector by Vector Space Model(VSM) [88], where each ele-
ment is the term weight computed by TF*IDF (term frequency * inverse document
frequency). Then each term vector is converted into a semantic vector with much
lower dimentionalities by Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [61]. By normalizing the
sum of all semantic vectors of its documents, a peer gets its RP (In this example,
RP in fact is the ‘peer summary’ in Chapter 4).
Instead of a single RP, multiple RPs may be derived for each peer and they
can be obtained by using a data clustering algorithm such as K-Means. With
multiple RPs, a peer may need to join multiple clusters, thus possibly incurring
more joining cost than with a single RP. On the other hand, as more clusters are
resulted with multiple RPs, we can achieve a certain result quality with less peers
probed (Section 5.3 gives the detailed evaluation of the effect of more clusters on
the search performance). Without loss of generality, in the following discussion, we
assume that each peer has only one RP.
5.1.2 Cluster Overlay
In our framework, clusters are formed in a hybrid way. Within each cluster, peers
may need to exchange messages with each other. However, each cluster makes its
own decision on how and when to form new clusters.
Suppose each peer data item corresponds to a point in a data space, each cluster
covers a subspace, and a peer only joins the cluster whose space covers its RP. The
first peer in the network forms the only cluster with itself as a member. As more
peers join the network, the cluster is split. We assume cluster size, the maximum
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number of peers within a cluster, is known system-wide.
We split clusters on the basis of similarity: When a cluster is split, two sub-
clusters are generated, and we always assign a peer to the sub-cluster which is
more similar to the peer. The similarity between a cluster and a peer is computed
by some similarity function (e.g., cosine score or euclidean distance ) between the
cluster centroid (computed by averaging its current members’ RPs) and the peer’s
RP. Specifically, we split a cluster as follows: First, two peers which are most
dissimilar in the cluster to be split are chosen as the first peers of two sub-clusters.
The selection of seeds is philosophically similar to most splitting process in which
overall coverage and overlap are to be minimized; for example, the splitting in the
R-tree [27]. Subsequently, for each peer not yet in either sub-cluster, the similarity
between the peer and the centroid of each sub-cluster is computed, and the one
with the greatest difference between its similarities to sub-clusters is selected next
and assigned to the more similar sub-cluster whose centroid will be recomputed.
After all peers are assigned, the cluster is split along the dimension which has the


























Figure 5.1: An example of cluster formation
Figure 5.1 illustrates cluster formation in a 2-d space. Suppose cluster size is
2. Initially, there is only one cluster C0, which consists of two peers, p1 and p2 (see
(a)). As p3 joins, C0 will be split, and a new cluster C1 is generated, which includes
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p2 and p3 (see (b)). If p4 joins C1 later, C1 will be further split (see (c)). Note that
clusters are split based on similarity.
Currently, in RPCluster, peers within a cluster are simply organized randomly.
Each peer maintains a few links to peers within the same cluster, called intra-cluster
links. The number of intra-cluster links is fixed at the outset, and flooding is used
as the main strategy for searching within a cluster (we may borrow the “super-
peer” concept of Chapter 4, and organize peers within a cluster into a super-peer
structure. A super-peer is usually elected by peers within a cluster according to
their capability. Certainly, this super-peer architecture for intra-cluster organiza-
tion can facilitate the cluster formation process and the search for relevant peers
within a cluster).
Besides maintaining links to peers within its own cluster (i.e., intra-cluster
links), each peer in a cluster also maintains a few links to peers in other clus-
ters, called inter-cluster links. We may maintain inter-cluster links as defined in
CAN. Two clusters have links (i.e., a peer in one cluster has a link to a peer in
the other cluster), if they are spatial neighbors, i.e., their spaces overlap in d-1
dimensions and abut in one dimension in a d-dimensional space. We call such links
spatial links.
Alternatively, we may maintain inter-cluster links as defined in skip graphs.
Each cluster has a randomly generated membership vector, and cluster ids are
used as keys in skip graphs. Two clusters have links, if they are neighboring at
any level of skip graphs. We call such links skip links. The cluster id is derived as
follows: When a cluster is split, if one of its sub-clusters covers the space at the
left of split dimension, the cluster id of the sub-cluster will be attached with “0”;
otherwise, the cluster id of the sub-cluster will be attached with “1”. For the initial
cluster in the network, the cluster id is “”. In Figure 5.1, cluster ids for C0, C1,
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Figure 5.2: An example of inter-cluster links in a 2-d space. (a) the cluster overlay
(solid lines represent spatial links, while dashed lines represent skip links); (b) the
corresponding skip graphs for organizing clusters.
and C2 are “0”, “10”, and “11” respectively. By comparing cluster ids sequentially,
clusters in a network can be ordered.
Figure 5.2 gives an example of these two kinds of inter-cluster links that could
be maintained in a network (the data space is two−dimensional). From the figure,
we can see that, if spatial links are maintained, cluster C3 would have five spatial
links, connecting itself to C1, C2, C4, C5, and C7 respectively; and if skip links are
maintained, it would have three skip links, which connect itself to C2, C4, and C6
respectively.
While intra-cluster links facilitate query forwarding within a cluster, inter-
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cluster links facilitate query forwarding across clusters. Compared to intra-cluster
links, inter-cluster links are more important for efficient similarity search, as they
decide how a query can be routed to relevant clusters efficiently. For inter-cluster
links, spatial links can facilitate similarity search greatly as they link clusters which
are within close proximity in the data space. Skip links, on the other hand, may
not do as well as spatial links for similarity search. As most skip links are ran-
domly decided, they do not necessarily connect to nearby clusters. For example,
in Figure 5.2, by skip links, C3 only directly connects to two of its spatially close
clusters. However, skip links incur much lower maintenance cost as compared to
spatial links. Also, routing between any two clusters by skip links can be per-
formed efficiently. Detailed comparison between spatial links and skip links will be
given in our performance study. In the following, we mainly consider skip links as
inter-cluster links, and present how we use them for similarity search. The case for
spatial links as inter-cluster links can be dealt with as well.
5.1.3 Maintenance
When a peer joins, its join request is first routed to the cluster which covers the
peer’s RP (the routing process is described in the next section). Within the cluster,
the join request is broadcast, and a peer builds its intra-cluster links subsequently.
For inter-cluster links, the building process is very simple. Since inter-cluster links
of peers within a cluster always connect to the same clusters, a peer can build its
inter-cluster links with the help of other peers within its own cluster. For example,
suppose peer p1 in cluster C1 has a inter-cluster link to p2 in C2. When p3 joins
C1, it can build its inter-cluster link to C2 easily by asking p1 and sending a inter-
cluster link request to p2 directly. After p2 receives the link request from p3, it
either forwards the request to other peers in C2, or responses p3 directly, based on
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considerations such as load.
The peer join operation may result in cluster splitting. In that case, all peers
in the newly generated cluster need to rebuild their links. Suppose skip links are
maintained. The new cluster first inserts itself in the bottom level of the skip graphs
with its cluster id, and decides its bottom-level neighboring clusters. Then it uses a
randomly generated membership vector to insert itself in the upper levels of the skip
graphs, and meanwhile, decides on the upper-level neighboring clusters. All peers
within the new cluster establish skip links to neighboring clusters accordingly. In
RPCluster, the join process takes an expected O(logC) time and O(logC) messages,
where C is the number of clusters.
Since each peer maintains its own data, there is no data publishing; thus, the
corresponding maintenance cost that would otherwise be incurred is avoided. When
there are data changes, a peer’s RP may be affected, though compared to data
changes, RP changes may not be so frequent. Periodically, a peer monitors its
data changes and recomputes its RP when there are many changes (all is done
locally). When a peer finds its RP not covered by the current cluster, it leaves
and then rejoins the network. Before leaving, the peer notifies its neighbors, which
will rebuild the corresponding links. The link reconstruction is very simple: The
departing peer only needs to provide information about some other peers within its
cluster. A peer that leaves the network follows the same process. In case of peer
failure (detected by ’heartbeats’), a peer rebuilds its links by asking other peers
within its cluster which have information about the clusters with which the peer
wants to rebuild links. In summary, the clustering and use of representative points
not only simplify network maintenance but also improve network robustness.
If a cluster disappears (i.e., the peer which leaves or fails is the only one in
its cluster), maintenance proceeds as described in skip graphs [5]. That is, each
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cluster maintains a redundant cluster list of length 2r, which includes the closest r
left and r right clusters along the bottom level list in the skip graphs. If a cluster
disappears, it is replaced by a cluster with the first left or right cluster that is alive
in its redundant cluster list. A background stabilization process runs periodically
at each peer to fix neighbors at the upper levels in the skip graphs.
5.2 Similarity Search
Based on RPCluster, similarity search involves three main steps: routing across
clusters, flooding within a cluster, and searching clusters in the neighborhood.
Given a query, a peer first checks whether its cluster covers the query. If not, it
routes the query to the cluster which covers the query; otherwise, it floods the
query within its own cluster. Meanwhile, it forwards the query to nearby clusters
which may contain data relevant to the query. The pseudo-code of the basic search
algorithm is given in Figure 5.3.
5.2.1 Routing Across Clusters
Each peer maintains a split history of its cluster, which records the split dimension
and position of each split. Given a query, a peer can decide how to route the query
via its skip links by comparing the query with its split history (see Figure 5.4 for
the pseudo-code). As we described earlier, all clusters can be ordered by their
cluster ids. If the cluster id of a query’s destination (the cluster whose space covers
the query) is smaller than its cluster id, the peer will check the skip links which
connect to its left neighboring clusters. If the cluster id of the query’s destination
is larger than its cluster id, the peer will check the skip links which connect to
its right neighboring clusters. When checking the links, the link which is at the
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P .SimilaritySearch(q, SP , CQ)
//SP is the search space, whose initial value is the whole space
//CQ is the cluster queue, including clusters to be searched
1. if q.key is not covered by the space of P ’s cluster
2. Routing(q, SP , CQ)
3. else
4. flooding q within the cluster
//search nearby clusters
5. for i = P.clusterId.length()− 1 downto 0
//get a nearby cluster C’s id by P ’s clusterId b0...bl
6. C.clusterId=b0...bi
7. get C.space by the split history
8. if SP ⊇ C.space
9. insert C into CQ;
10. while CQ is not empty or q is not satisfied
11. get C from CQ;
12. forward SimilaritySearch(q, C.space, CQ− C) to C
Figure 5.3: The basic similarity search algorithm
highest level is always examined first, followed by links at the lower levels. This
process continues until the destination cluster is reached.
5.2.2 Flooding Within a Cluster
When q arrives at its destination cluster, it will be flooded to all peers within the
cluster. Each query has a unique id, and each peer maintains a query queue. If a
peer has seen a query before, it simply discards the query; otherwise, it adds the
query into its query queue, and then forwards the query to other peers within the
same cluster via its intra-cluster links. Meanwhile, it searches its data, computes
similarities between the data and the query, and returns top k results, or results
whose similarities exceed certain threshold.
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P .Routing(q, SP , CQ)
1. if q.key is covered by the space of P ’s cluster
2. q arrives at its destination
3. else for i = 0 to P.splitHistory.length− 1
4. if A.clusterId[i] = 0
and q.key[splitHistory[i].splitDim] > splitHistory[i].splitPos
5. forward q via right inter-cluster links
6. else if A.clusterId[i] = 1
and q.key[splitHistory[i].splitDim] <= splitHistory[i].splitPos
7. forward q via left inter-cluster links
Figure 5.4: Routing across clusters
5.2.3 Searching Nearby Clusters
As clusters are constructed only by peers’ RPs, it may be possible that nearby
clusters which are spatially nearby or semantically close to the destination cluster
also contain relevant data. Thus, after q reaches its destination cluster, “nearby”
clusters also need to be searched. For example, in Figure 5.2, suppose C3 is q’s
destination cluster. After searching C3, we need to search all its nearby clusters,
i.e., C1, C2, C4, C5, and C7, to improve search results.
Two problems need to be solved for searching nearby clusters. The first problem
is to find a cluster’s nearby clusters. As we mentioned earlier, most skip links are
randomly decided, and they do not necessarily connect to nearby clusters. The
second problem is to determine which clusters to be searched first, given a set of
nearby clusters. For a set of nearby clusters, some may be more relevant to q than
others. By searching the most relevant clusters first, we can return results with a
certain degree of quality without having to search irrelevant clusters.
We address the first problem by analyzing the relationship between two clusters
in the network. If two clusters, C1 and C2, are directly generated from the split-
ting of the same cluster C, then they are nearby, i.e., spatially nearby (based on
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P .getClusterSpace(clusterId)
1. Set S to be the whole data space
2. //reset S’s low-left and high-right point, ll and hr, by P ’s split history
3. for i = 0 to P.splitHistory.length− 1
4. c=clusterId[i]
5. if c is ’0’
6. S.hr[splitHistory[i].splitDim] = splitHistory[i].splitPos
7. else
8. S.ll[splitHistory[i].splitDim] = splitHistory[i].splitPos
9. return S
Figure 5.5: Get a cluster’s space
Eulicidian distance) or semantically close (based on cosine similarity); otherwise,
they may not be nearby. Suppose C1 is further split, its sub-clusters and C2 are
only possibly nearby. With this property, for a cluster “b1...bi−1bi” (its cluster id is
“b1...bi−1bi”), we check the following nonoverlapping i clusters which may be nearby
to it, “b1...bi−1bi”, “b1...bi−1”, ..., and “b1”. And then forward q to each of these
clusters, where the process is continued until q is satisfied (e.g., no more results are
required), or all clusters in the network have been searched. Note that each nearby
cluster may in fact contain some sub-clusters. To limit the search space, when q is
forwarded, we attach the space of each nearby cluster (SP in Figure 5.3) with the
query message. Though a cluster has little knowledge about whether a nearby clus-
ter is further split or not, it can compute the nearby cluster’s space by the cluster’s
id according to its split history, as shown in the pseudo-code of Figure 5.5.
For the second problem, i.e., the sequence of nearby clusters to be searched, we
address it by ordering clusters according to their ”closeness” to q, and searching
the cluster which is the closest first. The closeness of a cluster is decided by the
closeness of its peers to q. For a peer p, its closeness to q is noted as Close(p, q).
We measure closeness either in terms of the spatial distance or in terms of the
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cosine similarity. Note that Euclidean distance and cosine similarity produce the
same ranking for normalized vectors [73]:
(|−→a −−→b |)2 =∑ (ai − bi)2 =∑ a2i − 2∑ aibi +∑ b2i = 2− 2∑ aibi
For all peers in a cluster C whose space is [ll, hr] (ll and hr are the low-left point
and high-right point of the space respectively), their closenesses to q are bounded
by Close(ll, q) and Close(hr, q). We use Close(ll, q) to represent the closeness of
C to q. If a cluster has the smallest closeness value when closeness is measured
in terms of the spatial distance, or has the largest closeness value when closeness
is measured in terms of the cosine similarity, it is regarded as the closest. It is
easy to compute a nearby cluster’s closeness to q, since we can know its space as
described before. When q is forwarded to a nearby cluster which is further split,
it is always forwarded to the sub-cluster which is closest to q. With each query
message, a cluster queue (CQ in Figure 5.3) is attached, which includes all clusters
to be searched in the sequence of their closeness to q. When a cluster is searched,
its nearby clusters will be inserted in the queue.
Following the above example, for C3 whose id is “0011”, we check the following
clusters whose ids are “0010” (C2), “000” (C1), “01” (C4), and “1” respectively, and
forward q to each of these clusters by skip links. Among these clusters, cluster “1”
is further split. If q is forwarded to cluster “1” randomly, it may be possible that q
reaches a sub-cluster which is not the closest to C3, e.g., C6 or C8 (suppose closeness
is measured in terms of the spatial distance in this example). To avoid this, when
q is forwarded to a cluster, it is always forwarded to the cluster which covers a
point that has minimal spatial distance to q. Thus, when C3 wants to forward q to
cluster “1”, it first finds such a point. Suppose the whole space is [(0, 0), (1, 1)], the
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Description Default value
N Network size (number of peers in the network) 6000
M Cluster size (number of peers in a cluster) 30
m Avg. outdegree within a cluster 4
n Number of data items per peer 50
d Dimensionality of data 10
σ21 Variance of peer (RP) distribution in the space 0.04
σ22 Variance of data distribution in each peer 0.04
Table 5.1: Parameters for evaluation on synthetic datasets.
first split position is 0.6 at dimension 0, and q is (0.5, 0.5), the space of cluster “1”
will be [(0.6,0), (1,1)], and the point which has minimum distance to q in cluster
“1” will be (0.6, 0.5). C3 then forwards q to the cluster which covers (0.6, 0.5), e.g.,
C7 (suppose the low-left point of C7’s space is (0.6,0.4)).
5.3 Performance Study
In this section, we evaluate RPCluster via extensive simulations, and present the
experimental results.
5.3.1 Experimental Setup
The evaluation is conducted on two kinds of datasets, synthetic dataset and real
dataset. For each kind of datasets, we use a different setup.
• Synthetic dataset We generate different synthetic datasets with different
data dimensionalities and data distributions, for a given number of peers in
the network and a given number of data objects per peer. The data dis-
tribution is decided by the distribution of RPs and the distribution of data
in each peer, both of which are based on multivariate normal distribution.
When generating data, we first generate RPs for peers, which follow a normal
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distribution with variance σ21 (the distribution mean is a random point in the
data space); then we generate data for each peer, which also follow a normal
distribution whose mean and variance are the peer’s RP and σ22 respectively.
By varying σ21, we can control the peer distribution in the space, and by vary-
ing σ21, we can control the data similarity at each peer. Table 5.1 summarizes
parameters and their default values for the evaluation on synthetic datasets.
For each peer, we randomly generate 10 queries, and results are averaged over
all peers. We use Euclidean distance as the similarity function for synthetic
datasets.
• Real datasetWe extract peer data from AP Newswire documents in TREC
CDs 1 and 2, and derive each document’s semantic vector similarly as de-
scribed in the experimental setup part of Chapter 4. Each peer gets its RP
by normalizing the sum of all semantic vectors of its documents. The cosine
similarity is used as the similarity function. Before computing the similarity,
both the document vector and the query vector are normalized. By default,
we use 120 for the dimensionality of the mapped semantic space, and the title
fields from TREC-3 ad hoc topics (151-200) as queries.
For both datasets, we use the following metrics to evaluate the performance:
• Average lookup hops The average number of hops for a query to reach its
destination cluster.
• Maintenance cost The average number of messages incurred by peer join or
departure.
• Routing cost We differentiate two kinds of routing costs: inter-cluster routing
cost, which is the average number of messages for routing a query across clus-
ters, and intra-cluster routing cost, which is the average number of messages
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sent within clusters. We are interested in the aggregate inter-cluster and the
aggregate intra-cluster routing costs during a search.
• Processing cost The percentage of peers which are probed to evaluate a query
and return results.
• Result quality The quality of returned results. For the synthetic datasets, we
measure result quality in terms of the percentage of retrieved results among
top k results in the whole network (in the experiments, we use 10 for k). For
the TREC dataset, we measure result quality in terms of recall, the percentage
of retrieved relevant documents among all relevant documents.
5.3.2 Experimental Results
In this part, we first compare two kinds of inter-cluster links, spatial links and skip
links, by measuring their performance on synthetic datasets. Then we vary various
parameters and report results on both synthetic and real datasets.
Comparison of spatial/skip links
We compare these two kinds of inter-cluster links by measuring their effects on
overlay performance and search performance respectively. For overlay performance
measurement, we test average lookup hops and maintenance costs with both links
by varying network size, data dimensionality, and cluster size. For search perfor-
mance measurement, we test average aggregate inter-cluster and average aggregate
intra-cluster routing costs, and processing costs incurred for a search to reach a
certain result quality.
Average lookup hops. Figure 5.6 shows the results on average lookup hops. In


















































Figure 5.6: Average lookup hops
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size is varied in (c). As shown from the figure, the number of average lookup
hops with skip links increases logarithmically with network size, and changes little
with dimensionality. The number of average lookup hops with spatial links is
much affected by the dimensionality: when dimensionality is high, the number of
hops needed for a query to reach its destination cluster is small; however, when
dimensionality is low (< 4), the number of hops needed becomes big. This is
mainly because the number of hops with spatial links needed for a query to reach
its destination cluster largely depends on the number of neighbors maintained by
each peer. As will be shown next, in a network with spatial links, each peer needs
to maintain a large number of neighbors when dimensionality is high. When the
cluster size increases, the number of average lookup hops decreases accordingly due
to fewer number of clusters, as reflected in (c).
Maintenance cost. We measure the maintenance cost similarly as described
in the performance study of Chapter 3. As shown in Figure 5.7, much higher
maintenance cost is incurred when spatial links are maintained, especially when
dimensionality is high. For skip links, maintenance cost increases logarithmically
with network size, which is little affected by dimensionality. The effect of cluster size
on the maintenance cost is shown in (c). With larger cluster size, less maintenance
cost is incurred, as each node needs to maintain less links. Figure 5.8 further shows
the average number of inter-cluster links maintained by each peer (the average
number of intra-cluster links maintained by each peer is fixed). The number of
links maintained by each peer largely reflects the maintenance cost incurred when
nodes join or leave the network.
Search performance. Figure 5.9 shows the search performance of both spa-
tial and skip links, where (a) reflects the average aggregate inter-cluster routing


































































































































Figure 5.8: Average number of inter-cluster links maintained by each node
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processing costs, which are incurred to achieve a certain result quality.
To decrease routing costs (esp. inter-cluster routing costs), we employ the
following strategy: whenever a peer receives a query, it checks whether a cluster
in the cluster queue (attached with the query message) can be reached directly by
its inter-cluster links, and attached the related routing information of the cluster
to the query message if such a cluster exists, which facilitates the future routing to
the cluster.
As shown from the figure, for a certain result quality, intra-cluster routing costs
and processing costs incurred for both links are nearly the same. However, there is a
relatively big gap between inter-cluster routing costs for both links. This is mainly
because of the following reasons: firstly, each peer with spatial links maintains
much more neighbors, and thus a search request can be routed from one cluster to
another at less cost. Secondly, spatial links connect to nearby clusters while skip
links do not necessarily connect to nearby clusters, and thus more routing costs are
needed for skip links to reach the same result quality.
From the above experiments, we can see that, different inter-cluster links have
different tradeoff between maintenance cost and search performance. Though spa-
tial links have good performance in average lookup hops and aggregate routing
costs, they incur much maintenance cost, as each peer in the network with spa-
tial links needs to maintain a large number of neighbors (though this is alleviated
a little with larger cluster size), especially when the data dimensionality is high.
Skip links, on the other hand, are little affected by the data dimensionality, and
each peer in the network with skip links only needs to maintain a few number of
neighbors. This makes skip links more suitable for large-scale distributed informa-
tion retrieval where the data dimensionality is typically high and the network is














































































Figure 5.9: Search performance of both links
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The effect of various parameters on search performance
Next, we vary various parameters and measure the search performance on both
kinds of datasets, synthetic datasets and TREC dataset. As similar trends for
spatial links are observed in all measurements, here, we only give results for skip
links.
For synthetic datasets, we first study the effect of cluster size on search perfor-




























Figure 5.10: The effect of cluster size on result quality
The effect of cluster size Figure 5.10 shows the effect of cluster size on result quality.
The cluster sizeM is varied from 10 to 50. As shown from the figure, as cluster size
increases, the result quality decreases, though not significantly. When the cluster
size is increased from 10 to 50, by probing 20% peers, the result quality is decreased
by about 8% i.e., 8% less results are correctly retrieved. This is mainly because
larger cluster size leads to less focused clusters. Thus more clusters (peers) are
probed to achieve a certain result quality.
Figure 5.15 shows the effect of cluster size on routing costs. As shown in (a)




























































(b) Intra-cluster routing cost
Figure 5.11: The effect of cluster size on routing cost
cluster routing cost increases, for a certain result quality. This is because, with
larger cluster size, each cluster becomes less focused, thus more clusters need to
be probed to achieve a certain result quality, which results in more intra-cluster
messages; on the other hand, with larger cluster size, there are less clusters in the
network, thus less messages are required for inter-cluster routing to reach a relevant
cluster, and even more clusters need to be probed to reach a certain result quality,
the total messages for inter-cluster routing are still decreased.
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Thus, the choice of cluster size also involves a trade-off. Given a certain result
quality, we need to find an appropriate cluster size which is small enough to achieve
the result quality we want with less peers probed, but is large enough not to incur


























































Figure 5.12: The effect of data distribution
The effect of data distribution Figure 5.12 shows the effect of data distribution
on result quality, where (a) reflects the effect of RP distribution, and (b) reflects
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the effect of data distribution in each peer. In (a), we fix the data distribution at
each peer and vary the distribution of RPs by increasing σ1 from 0.1 to 0.5, while
in (b), we fix the RP distribution and vary the data distribution at each peer by
increasing σ2 from 0.1 to 0.5. From the figure, we find that, both RP distribution
and data distribution in each peer have great effect on the result quality. A certain
result quality can be achieved with less peers probed by either increasing σ1, or
decreasing σ2. The reason is, with larger σ1, RPs are distributed more uniformly
in the data space; since each peer uses its RP to join the network, peers become
more distributed in the network, and thus clusters become more focussed in some
sense for a certain cluster size. The same reasoning applies to data distribution at
each peer. With smaller σ2, the content of each peer becomes more focussed, and
thus clusters become more focussed.
This experiment, from another perspective, also illustrates that, the effective-
ness of our framework may be affected by the data distribution. Next, we evaluate
our framework on real datasets, and our results show that our framework is still
effective.
For the TREC dataset, we first study the effect of cluster size on search per-
formance, then we study the effect of query size, and finally, we study the effect
of the dimensionality of semantic space after using LSI. Result quality for TREC
dataset is measured by recall, which is a main metric commonly used in Information
Retrieval area.
The effect of cluster size We first compare RPCluster with the other two schemes:
(1)Random: each time when a peer is given a query, a random cluster in the network
is selected; (2)Optimal: each time when a peer is given a query, the cluster which
is most similar to the query is selected, suppose each peer has full knowledge of all





























































































Figure 5.14: The effect of cluster size on recall (TREC dataset)
query. Figure 5.13 shows the results for cluster size 10, 30, 50 respectively. From the
figure, we can see that, RPCluster outperforms the random scheme substantially,
and it has at most 10% difference with the optimal scheme for all testing cluster
sizes. When cluster size is 30, the recall achieves 66% by probing only 30% of the
peers of the network, which is very close to the performance of SETS [7], which
does clustering in a centralized way. The effect of different cluster sizes on recall is
shown in Figure 5.14. Due to more complexity in the data distribution, there is no
apparent effect as shown in Figure 5.10. But we can still see that, smaller cluster
size is generally better, especially when probing less than 10% of the peers.
Figure 5.15 (a) and (b) show the effect of cluster size on inter-cluster routing
cost and intra-cluster routing cost respectively. The results are consistent with
the ones on synthetic datasets, that is, smaller cluster size incurs less intra-cluster
routing cost, but more inter-cluster routing cost, to achieve the same recall by
probing a certain number of peers.
The effect of query size The terms included by a query decide whether the query



























































Figure 5.15: The effect of cluster size on routing cost (TREC dataset)
of different query sizes on recall. Each TREC query consists of three fields, title,
description, and narrative. In the figure, “title” denotes that a query vector is
derived from only the text in title field; “title+desc” denotes that a query vector is
derived from the text in both title and description fields; and “all” denotes that a
query vector is derived from the text in all three fields. As shown in the figure, more
query terms are beneficial initially, i.e., a certain recall is achieved with less peers























Figure 5.16: The effect of query size (TREC dataset)
This may be because, more query terms result in a search request’s destination
cluster and its nearby clusters relatively more relevant, however, they have little
effect on the subsequent relevant cluster ranking and the sequence to be searched.
The effect of dimensionality of the semantic space To study the effect of dimen-
sionality (Dim) of the semantic space on recall, we map both document vectors and
query vectors into semantic spaces of different dimensionalities. Figure 5.17 shows
the result for three dimensionalities, 80, 100, 120. In general, our scheme performs
better in higher dimensionalities than in low dimensionalities. Though low dimen-
sions of the semantic space usually capture the major feature of the dataset (since
SVD used for the mapping sorts elements in semantic vectors by decreasing impor-
tance), and they are enough to cluster peers with similar contents in the network,
the high dimensions are still needed to capture the fine feature and rank clusters.
This is why it performs a little worse for the lower dimensionality as more clusters























Figure 5.17: The effect of dimensionality (TREC dataset)
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a framework, RPCluster, for similarity search
in P2P networks. RPCluster retains many desirable properties of current P2P
systems. For example, each peer autonomously maintains its own data; the net-
work becomes more robust. Moreover, RPCluster can support similarity search
efficiently. By introducing Representative Points, peers are clustered according to
their contents. By organizing clusters into a structured overlay, queries can be
routed efficiently. Given a query, a peer only needs to route it to relevant clus-
ters. Optimizations have been employed to decide the sequence of clusters to be
searched, thus a certain result quality can be achieved with less peers probed. Ex-
tensive simulation study has been done on both synthetic and real datasets, and




Over the last few years, many P2P systems have been successfully deployed, and
they have attracted much attention from both industry and academia, due to many
benefits they offer, such as scalability, fault tolerance, and low maintenance cost.
One main issue with today’s P2P systems is that they cannot deal with complex
queries well. This thesis presents our effort in providing better complex query
support in P2P systems.
6.1 Summary of Main Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis include two parts, range search support and
similarity search support in P2P networks. Below, we give a summary of each.
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6.1.1 Range Search
Range search suport, especially multi-dimensional range search support, is de-
manded in a wide range of applications, for example, resource discovery in grid
computing, event detection in sensor networks.
In this thesis, we have presented ZNet for supporting multi-dimensional range
search efficiently in P2P networks. We made the following contributions in ZNet:
first, the whole data space is dynamically partitioned, with subspaces (zones) at
different granularity levels, and Space Filling Curves (SFCs) at different orders
are used for mapping zones onto nodes to preserve data locality; second, range
queries are efficiently supported by extending skip Graphs as the routing overlay,
and employing efficient range query resolution strategies; third, both static and
dynamic load balancing are addressed, and heuristics are used to balance the load
at runtime at low cost.
By evaluating ZNet against several recent proposals (i.e., Squid, SCRAP, MURK,
and SkipIndex), we have shown that ZNet possesses nearly all desirable properties:
it has both low routing cost and low maintenance cost, which is independent of
data dimensionality and distribution, and only increases logarithmically with the
network size; it has low range search cost - the number of nodes for routing queries
is much smaller, and no node is revisited during query processing; it achieves bet-
ter load balancing - dynamic load balancing can be dealt with more easily with its
space partitioning strategy. On the contrary, all other proposals in the comparison
typically fail in one or another.
6.1.2 Similarity Search
As range search, similarity search is also very common in many real-life applications,
such as digital asset management. In these applications, users typically want to
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retrieve documents or objects similar to terms specified in the query or query
examples.
To support similarity search efficiently in P2P networks, in this thesis, we have
proposed two complemental frameworks: SummaryIndex and RPCluster. Both
frameworks address the same problem, i.e., similarity search in P2P networks, but
focus on different aspects. SummaryIndex focuses more on information summa-
rization and indexing, while RPCluster focuses more more information clustering.
In SummaryIndex, we employ a hierarchial summarization and indexing struc-
ture, which corresponds to the hierarchical structure of super-peer networks. With
the structure, all information within the network can be summarized and indexed
at different granularity levels, and thus search becomes more guided and efficient.
Also, we employ sampling and term selection techniques to reduce summarization
cost and introduce Accumulated Information Ratio (AIR) parameter to reduce
index update cost, with consideration of retrieval quality.
In RPCluster, we introduce the concept of Representative Points (RPs) to char-
acterize peers’ contents; we cluster peers with similar contents in a hybrid way,
which is more scalable as compared to centralized or fully decentralized methods;
and we organize clusters in a structured way to facilitate cluster formation and
query routing. To reduce the search cost without compromising retrieval quality,
optimizations are employed, and clusters which are more relevant to a query are
searched as early as possible.
For both frameworks, we have conducted extensive performance studies on
TREC datasets (synthetic datasets are also used in the evaluation of RPCluster),
and have analyzed various factors involved. As far as the search performance is
concerned, SummaryIndex is advantageous in its avoiding query flooding within a
cluster, while RPCluster is advantageous in its quickly locating relevant clusters
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for a given query. Overall, both frameworks are effective for similarity search in
their respective scenarios and they are complemental to each other.
6.2 Future Work
In this section, we identify the following possible research directions for future work:
• Currently, work on range search support in P2P networks is mainly focused on
multi-dimensional data, and little is done on high-dimensional data. This is
mainly because of the curse of dimensionality. In a high-dimensional space,
it becomes difficult to limit the search region. ZNet faces the same prob-
lem. When the data dimensionality is high, SFCs employed by ZNet become
less effective in mapping a high-dimensional space into a one-dimensional
space. We intend to investigate high-dimensional indexing methods for cen-
tralized environments, and see whether and how they can be applied onto
P2P environments. Meanwhile, we may need to focus more on the retrieval
of approximate results, rather than exact results.
• For similarity search support, we intend to combine features of both frame-
works. Meanwhile, for SummaryIndex, we need to consider new techniques
combined with LSI for better peer selection within a peer group. For RP-
Cluster, we need to study the tradeoff, suppose more Representative Points
(RPs) are introduced for a peer; also, we may need to consider different repre-
sentations of RPs. For example, we may use a region to characterize a peer’s
content, rather than a point.
• A realistic benchmark needs to be devised to evaluate a system for large-
scale information retrieval in dynamic P2P networks. Though there have
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been many proposals on P2P Information Retrieval, performance evaluations
on these proposals are very constrained: either a small dataset is used in the
experiments, or not enough queries are available for a large, heterogeneous
dataset. At the same time, as a first step towards more realistic setting, we
need to convert our simulators to prototypes, and test them on PlanetLab [62].
• So far, we have mainly focused on two common kinds of complex queries in
P2P networks, range queries and similarity queries. In some applications,
however, other kinds of queries may be of more interest. For example, a
traveller may want to get information about top k hotels which are both
cheap and close to downtown areas. This kind of queries is called preference
queries. We intend to study such queries in P2P environments.
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